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SPECIAL FOCUS

MACHINERY 2021

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS
DELIVER SOLUTIONS FOR
CHANGING CUSTOMER NEEDS
By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

The global production of quality brushes, mops, brooms and related
items requires the latest in machinery innovation and automation.
Several international equipment suppliers were recently interviewed by
Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine to find out how each company is meeting
ever-changing customer demands for newer products with additional
capabilities — even as the global COVID-19 pandemic persists.
Equipment representatives also discussed what is new with each
company, and how their businesses are helping customers become
more productive while competing on the worldwide stage.
BORGHI SPA

uccessfully adapting to change
in an ever-transformative world
continues to be a main objective
for officials at Borghi Spa, a
machinery manufacturer based in
Castelfranco Emilia, Italy. It involves
change that has taken place over the
past year within their own organization, as well as the overall brush,
broom and mop industries.
“After seven years of strong and
positive cooperation within the
Boucherie Borghi Group, Borghi
Spa, of Italy, and GB Boucherie, of
Belgium, jointly agreed (in 2021) to

S
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continue their respective activities
separately, as it was prior to the
merger. As far as we are concerned,
the separation was done in a very
serene manner,” Borghi Spa President Paolo Roversi said. “We
immediately took action to reaffirm
the identity of Borghi on the market.
That was accomplished through the
consolidation of technological innovations, which were launched in 2020.
“New technologies — such as our
One-Hand Fiber Loading System
(nominated for the 2021 ABMA
William A. Cordes Innovation Excellence Award), the STAR R32 highspeed version FLASH, and the

Paolo Roversi
Borghi
BBM MAGAZINE | September/October 2021

RAFFAELLO that produces up to 300
nail polish brushes per minute — are
finding interest and success with our
customers. Furthermore, we are working on other innovations that will be
presented in 2022.”

what takes place at InterBrush. Our
plan is to keep updating this
platform, which is entirely dedicated
to Borghi machinery.”
Borghi will also continue to provide
enhanced technical assistance through

“New technologies — such as our One-Hand Fiber
Loading System (nominated for the 2021 ABMA William
A. Cordes Innovation Excellence Award), the STAR R32
high-speed version FLASH, and the RAFFAELLO that
produces up to 300 nail polish brushes per minute — are
finding interest and success with our customers.”
- Paolo Roversi
Roversi added that the global
COVID-19 pandemic has brought
forth important new aspects of
business and different approaches to
work. In response, officials at Borghi
have remained optimistic and taken
advantage of new opportunities,
despite the various challenges of the
past year and a half.
“For example, despite not being able
to travel as in the pre-pandemic period,
Borghi representatives have worked
hard to strengthen local technical
support through the company’s foreign
branches. We have also learned to use
new remote communication methods,”
Roversi said. “The unlikelihood of
meeting with our customers and
suppliers in person, such as during
trade fairs, has strengthened the
frequency and continuity of communication. To bridge the physical distance
between our company and customers,
we have increased contacts, calls and
video meetings.
“As many people in our industry
already know, the trade fair
InterBrush (held every four years in
Freiburg, Germany) was postponed
(to 2024) due to the pandemic.
Therefore, in order to launch our
technological innovations on the
market, we have created the ‘B-room’
platform. It is here that customers
can register and stay updated about
Borghi news, while also visiting our
machinery showroom — similar to
BBM MAGAZINE | September/October 2021

the company’s subsidiaries. Roversi
said that Borghi’s sales network is
extensive, covering the entire globe.
The Italian headquarters has daily
dialogue and collaborates with its
subsidiaries in Spain (Ghirbo),
Poland (Borghi Polska), the United
States (Borghi USA), China (Borghi
Machinery Shanghai) and India
(Borghi India).

Borghi representatives, he added,
strive to help customers in four specific
areas: Growth, Investment, Support
and Know-How.
“At Borghi, we want to be a factor
in the success of our customers. We
want to grow with them. That is done
through market knowledge, research,
innovation and ongoing development,” Roversi said. “Borghi also
remains a safe investment by being
result-driven, engaged and persistent.
We make sure customers can constantly rely on our support through
Borghi’s consulting efforts, attention
to detail, respect and reactivity.
“When it comes to know-how, Borghi
will continue to develop tech solutions
that match the needs of companies
operating in the brush industry.”
Aside from challenges brought on by
the COVID-19 pandemic, Roversi
spoke of other business-related
changes that have transpired within the
brush, broom and mop industries over
the past 12-plus months. He noted that,
on one hand, there is a greater demand
for automation in an effort to help

Borghi will continue to provide enhanced technical
assistance through the company’s subsidiaries.
- Paolo Roversi
“Borghi’s relationship with clients
is diligent and timely, from
preparation to a machine’s production. All steps contribute to define
— between the customer and Borghi
— an exclusive and stable
collaboration. It greatly helps that
Borghi provides extensive post-sale
assistance and support via original
spare parts and factory-trained
technicians,” Roversi said. “Borghi’s
focus on high-level automation
corresponds with the many requests
received from our customers. We
continue to invest in resources to
succeed in this important part of our
business, and offer ourselves as a
partner to accompany each customer
on their path.”

customers lessen their employee costs.
On the other hand, greater equipment
versatility is required by many of those
same customers.
“We work to satisfy both market needs
with Borghi’s wide range of products
and experience,” Roversi said.
He added that changes in foreign
exchange rates, increasing transportation costs and new restrictions
are leading to an added focus on
domestic brush production for many
areas of the world. It’s a change that
is rapidly becoming a key driver in
the industry. In response, Roversi
explained, Borghi’s capabilities in
automation are helping customers cut
costs, including in countries where
labor is a problem.
PG 7

“It’s also important to
help customers focus
on diversification by
providing machinery
that allows them to
expand their own
product range.”
- Paolo Roversi
“It’s also important to help
customers focus on diversification by
providing machinery that allows
them to expand their own product
range,” Roversi said. “That is done
by paying attention to our
customers’ needs, and supporting
them through added product research
and innovation.”
Looking ahead, Roversi is
optimistic when asked about the
future of the overall global broom,
brush and mop industries.
“I see a positive trend ahead, and a
period of growth for those companies
involved in producing brushes, brooms
and mops. At Borghi, we are also
confident and positive about our own
company’s future,” he said. “Efforts
continue to strengthen the identity of
Borghi. That includes a new advertising campaign, a new brand identity
and the implementation of a new
social media strategy that involves
various channels.”
Contact: BORGHI S.P.A.,
Via Cristoforo Colombo, 12
Loc. Cavazzona · 41013
Castelfranco Emilia,
Modena, Italy.
Phone +39 059 9533911;
Fax +39 059 9533999.
Email: info@borghi.it;
Website: www.borghi.com.
———
In the USA and Canada, contact:
Bodam International Ltd.
903 Cirelli Court,
Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA
Phone: 1-410-272-9797.
Email: cp@bodam.com;
Website: www.bodam.com.
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BIZZOTTO GIOVANNI
AUTOMATION

espite the challenges of a global
pandemic, overall business has
been good at Bizzotto Giovanni
Automation in 2021, according to
Bizzotto General Manager Marco
Bizzotto.

D

innovation have all grown as a result
of ongoing developments within
specific markets.”
Customization has been important
throughout Bizzotto’s history, which
dates to 1957. That focus continues.
“We tailor automation to better
meet the needs of our customers and
help solve their problems. The end

Shown, from left, are Bizzotto Giovanni Automation
representatives Giovanni Bizzotto Jr., Marco Bizzotto,
Giovanni Bizzotto Sr., and Mauro Bizzotto.

“Fortunately, our firm never
registered a COVID-19 case.
Obviously, the biggest problem has
been managing the activities at
customer worksites, due to global
travel restrictions,” Marco Bizzotto
said. “Our company’s relationship
with different customers has allowed us to enter new business sectors.
We have also successfully planned
for, and renewed, our global
business strategies for the next four
years. That has helped ensure the
growth of Bizzotto Giovanni Automation. We are currently seeing
results, as our staff, production
plants, worldwide presence and

result has helped our customers
achieve a competitive advantage in
specific sectors,” Marco Bizzotto
said. “One part of that focus is to help
customers improve their product
quality through better customization
and automation. That latter involves
higher performance, reliability and
technological advancement.
“Advanced automation provides for
our customers the ability to increase
their own quality and productivity, and
at the same time, enhance human
resources. The latter allows customers
to more easily promote quality employees from within to roles of higher
added-value.”

“We tailor automation to better meet the needs of
our customers and help solve their problems. The
end result has helped our customers achieve a
competitive advantage in specific sectors.”
- Marco Bizzotto
BBM MAGAZINE | September/October 2021
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“Entering new and different business sectors worldwide,
and the continuous acceptance of new challenges,
remain important objectives for our company.”
- Marco Bizzotto

Located in San Giorgio in Bosco,
Italy, Bizzotto Giovanni Automation
has long specialized in providing
machinery for three main areas: the
handle machinery sector, the woodworking machinery sector and the
industrial automation sector. Marco
Bizzotto added the company is open
and capable of expanding its reach
beyond those sectors.
“Entering new and different business sectors worldwide, and the
continuous acceptance of new challenges, remain important objectives
for our company,” he said. “One of
our challenges, at Bizzotto, is the
continued need to hire highly
specialized and qualified technicians, which allows us to improve
our company’s placement in the

PG 10

global automation market — no
matter the sector.
“To reach such goals, we continue
to work with schools and universities. That ultimately helps us bring
new technologies to our firm and, at
the same time, provide new challenges and opportunities for all
Bizzotto employees.”
Contact: Bizzotto Giovanni
Automation Srl,
Via M. Buonarroti 67,
35010 San Giorgio in Bosco
(Padova), Italy.
Phone: + 39 049 9451067;
Fax + 39 049 9451068.
E-mail:
info@bizzottoautomation.com.
Website: www.bizzottoautomation.com.

BOUCHERIE

rom the depths of the COVID-19
pandemic, business continues to
expand in 2021 for Boucherie, a
longtime producer of advanced machinery for the global brush industry.
“New developments from various
parts of the industry have sparked
more interest and orders as of late,”

F

John Williams
Boucherie USA
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Boucherie USA President John
Williams said. “The pandemic has
been a challenge for the entire
world. Challenges have involved
not only the human-social perspective,
but also the economic perspective. It has
brought a lot of uncertainty and speculation. A lack of confidence in an economic
future usually slows investments. Such
uncertainly did have an influence on our
business for a certain time, but ongoing
projects kept Boucherie busy during those
most critical months. Since then, business
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“We are a company of engineers, with a passion
for technology. That implies we help our customers
think through their projects, coming up with the
best solutions together.”
- John Williams

has substantially improved.”
Based in Izegem, Belgium, and
founded in 1928, Boucherie produces
machines for making brooms and
household and industrial brushes. It has

grown to become one of the world’s
largest suppliers of automated brush
manufacturing machinery. A separate
division produces injection molds.
Williams noted that several company
innovations were to be introduced during
the InterBrush 2020 trade fair, set for
Freiburg, Germany, which was postponed
to 2024 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Further developments and refinements
involving existing machine types,
exhibited at InterBrush 2016, were also to
be highlighted in 2020. Such innovations
now available include:
n Fully automatic toothbrush
machines, with one or two filling tools that
run up-to-1200 tufts per minute per tool,
built in, and serviced from, Belgium; and,
n The Aeola, a new range of
household brush machinery that Williams
said is, “Compact, easy to maintain,
provides excellent output and will change
the way people look at household brush
manufacturing in the future.”
Williams added that Boucherie is a
family-owned business, which means
that communication lines are short.
“We are a company of engineers, with a
passion for technology. That implies we
help our customers think through their
projects, coming up with the best solutions
together,” he said. “We are also convinced
that it is important to design, build and test
our equipment in Boucherie’s Izegem
plant, where Gerard Boucherie started
the company nearly 100 years ago.
“Our experienced staff is Boucherie’s
most important asset. These are people
with decades of hands-on experience in
brush manufacturing, with most of them
fluent in several languages. At the same
time, an extensive network of sales and
service offices, around the world, bridge
distances and time zones.”
Officials at Boucherie are working hard
to help the company’s customer base
overcome current industry and businessrelated challenges.
BBM MAGAZINE | September/October 2021

“We see a growing number of (local) brush
companies either emerging, or expanding
production, with many of their products
directed toward those (individual) markets.
That change may lead to some interesting
shifts in where brushes are made,
involving different parts of the world.”
- John Williams

“Availability of components is becoming an issue. Several of our
suppliers have experienced production backlogs. At the same time, the
cost of raw materials and components is increasing,” Williams said.
“Fortunately, Boucherie has excellent long-term partnerships with many
suppliers, which often helps.”
With increasing global transportation costs, he added there is
more brush manufacturing expected to return to the proximity of
individual markets.
“We see a growing number of (local) brush companies either
emerging, or expanding production, with many of their products
directed toward those (individual) markets,” Williams said. “That
change may lead to some interesting shifts in where brushes are made,
involving different parts of the world. Servicing such new sites could
mean new challenges for the industry.”
Despite such changes, Williams added that the ongoing
advancement in equipment automation should remain of major
importance for many brush, broom and related manufacturers.
“Advanced machinery is key to achieving efficient production. Various
levels of automation are required, often depending on product type and
production volume,” Williams said. “At the same time, standardization of
spare parts and equipment is crucial for our customers. Boucherie’s
design philosophy has always been about providing modular machinery
— the same base machine must be available with different levels of
automation, in order to meet specific customer needs.
“At Boucherie, innovation continues within our range of machinery.
That allows us to be ready for, and confident about, the future.”
Boucherie USA Inc.,
8748 Gleason Road, Knoxville, TN 37923, USA.
Phone: 865-247-6091; Fax: 865-247-6117.
Email: john@boucherie.com. Website: www.boucherie.com.

WOMA/WOMATEC

ustomization, innovation and automation are key specialties at
WOMA Wood Machinery (WOMA), a global supplier of
refurbished secondhand machinery used in the production of such
items as cosmetic and dental brushes, technical brushes, paintbrushes,
rollers and brooms. Founded in 2008, the company also supplies
refurbished woodworking machinery for the production of wood-turned
pieces, handles and shafts, paintbrush handles, and brush and broom
blocks. Meanwhile, new brush and woodworking machinery is developed
and produced by sister company, WOMAtec Maschinenbau GmbH
(WOMAtec), which started in 2015.
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According to Daniel Köhler,
WOMA and WOMAtec founder,
owner and general manager, the push
toward greater automation within
global brush and related industries
continues, as companies look for ways
to become more efficient, reduce
production costs and strive for higher
and more consistent product quality.
“At WOMA and WOMAtec, we have

Daniel Köhler
WOMA/WOMAtec

implemented several projects where
robots are used to automate brush
machines. These are exciting tasks that
require individual solutions. That is what
we specialize in,” Köhler said. “We do
not build series machines. We do,
however, always adapt to our customers’
requirements. By seeing ourselves as a
supplement to the more standardized
solutions provided by the larger machine
builders, we can provide added-value for
our brush and other customers.
“Our latest development is the
ROTARY 2.0 CNC wood copying
shaper, with the world’s only CNC
control for the turntable system.”
Köhler operates WOMA and WOMAtec with his wife, Sales Manager
Maria Köhler. The Köhlers oversee
25 employess, including sales team
members who can converse in
several languages.
“We added two native speakers last
year to our sales team, Maximilian
Pizarro, from Argentina, and JeanMichel Boiteux, from France. Both
live in Germany, work for WOMAtec
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“At WOMA and WOMAtec, we have implemented several
projects where robots are used to automate brush
machines. These are exciting tasks that require
individual solutions. That is what we specialize in.”
- Daniel Köhler

and often visit with customers at their
locations. In addition, there is our
longtime agent, Dmitry Volkov, who
works with customers in Russia,”
Daniel Köhler said. “The WOMAtec
website has also been expanded to
reach people in four languages. We feel
our strong individual relationships with
customers and employees help define
WOMA and WOMAtec.”
Such ties have proven very beneficial for both business units in the
face of various problems brought about
by the COVID-19 pandemic.
“There have been several challenges
associated with increased bureaucracy
and compliance — all in an effort to
better protect employees and customers
from COVID. Mutual consideration and
support are required by everybody. The
good news is, such challenges seemed
to have strengthen the cohesiveness of
our workforce. Another challenge
taking place involves price increases for
such raw materials as steel and
aluminum,” Köhler said. “However,
we have absolutely nothing to complain about when it comes to the
number of incoming orders. That is
partially due to increased demand for
hygiene-related items, which is
improving the willingness of customers to further invest in WOMA and
WOMAtec machinery.”
He added that a call for more
ecological/sustainable products, such as
those made from wood, is also steadily
increasing within many business sectors.
That too is adding to the demand for
machinery designed and produced by
Köhler’s two companies.
“That is an area (woodworking)
where we have years of experience,”
Köhler said. “I have also seen a shift
take place involving more (brush and
broom items) being produced in
Europe and the United States.
Companies are being enlarged in those

parts of the world, with new production
set up. I see that as a positive
development. It adds to a push for
greater automation among European
and American brush makers — helping
them keep up with demand while
becoming more efficient.”

“I have also seen a shift
take place involving more
(brush and broom items)
being produced in Europe
and the United States.
Companies are being
enlarged in those parts of
the world, with new
production set up. I see
that as a positive
development.”
- Daniel Köhler

As 2022 fast approaches, Köhler and
his team are optimistic about what the
future holds for WOMA, WOMAtec
and their customers.
“The future will certainly be
shaped by change and development.
We grow with our tasks, and the tasks
of the future will be different from
those of today,” Köhler said. “With
that being said, brushes and brooms
are always needed — perhaps more
now than ever. We see a positive
future for this industry.”
Contact: WOMA Wood Machinery /
WOMAtec Maschinenbau GmbH,
Am langen Streif 8,
36433 Bad Salzungen, Germany.
Phone: +49 3695 8584500.
Email: info@woma-brush.com,
info@womatec.com.
Website: www.woma-brush.com,
www.womatec.com,
www.woma-shop.com.
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SIBO ENGINEERING S.R.L.

nnovation remains of great importance
at SIBO Engineering S.r.l., as the
company, located in Ornavasso, Italy,
stays focused on producing a wide range
of machinery for the brush, broom and
other industries.

I

Graziano Brusa Antonini
SIBO Engineering S.r.l.

“We continue to focus on many different
projects covering a range of products —
from paintbrush head production to
specially-shaped wooden spoons, etc.,”
according to Graziano Brusa Antonini,
designing and production manager at
the company. “A special focus is in place at
SIBO, pertaining to the design of specific
CNC solutions, for the production of
elements that have to be specially shaped
and produced in big quantities. Therefore,
SIBO Engineering keeps innovating.
Innovation is our objective.
“SIBO’s machines are designed in
response to the various requirements
made by customers. That is part of our
company’s niche. At the same time, we
are able to export a wide variety of
equipment to customers located
throughout the world. That includes
machinery that produces various types
of brushes and brooms.”
Machinery from SIBO Engineering
includes:
n State-of-the-art wood working
equipment lines that feature a wide
range of mechanical, hydraulic, CNC
and automatic/semiautomatic options;
n Milling, routing, molding and
sanding machines used in the
production of paintbrushes and other
BBM MAGAZINE | September/October 2021

“SIBO’s machines are designed in response to the
various requirements made by customers. That is part
of our company’s niche. At the same time, we are able
to export a wide variety of equipment to customers
located throughout the world.”
- Graziano Brusa Antonini

brush items, as well as agricultural
implements, broom blocks, broom
handles, walking rods and related
handles, and grips; and,
n Metal surface finishing machines,
which have gained importance within
SIBO’s production capabilities, allowing
the company to satisfy an increasingly
demanding market. That includes
machines which grind, satin and polish.
“Our extensive experience in engineering, combined with the most modern
design technologies, grant SIBO
Engineering the top position in developing customized solutions, tailor-made
for every customer’s needs,” Brusa
Antonini said. “The production of
customized machinery and prototypes
makes SIBO Engineering a customeroriented company. We guarantee full
assistance when working with our
customers. That includes the designing
process as well as the post-selling period.”

capable of handling multiple tasks.”
Thus far, 2021 has been a very good and
productive year at SIBO Engineering,
according to Brusa Antonini. He noted the
company has kept busy with many orders
despite recent difficulties in receiving
certain raw materials. SIBO officials have
also worked hard, since the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic, to keep its
employees healthy and safe. Another
challenge for the company is finding
potential employees willing to learn
about, and work in, a machine shop.
“Such work is both demanding and
rewarding. We continue to look for people
who want to learn how to read mechanical
drawings, process different pieces,
fabricate and conduct testing,” Brusa
Antonini said.
As far as the future is concerned, officials
at SIBO Engineering remain optimistic.
“We manufacture high quality
machines, and provide assistance to

“We continue to see a shift taking place for more CNC
capabilities in machinery. There are also more customers
requesting single machines capable of handling multiple tasks.”
- Graziano Brusa Antonini
He added that producing advancements
in equipment automation remains
important for both SIBO Engineering and
its customer base.
“The focus on automation is essential as
labor costs continue to rise, and finding
capable workers remains very difficult for
many companies,” Brusa Antonini said.
“Therefore, the use of automatic and
multi-functional machines, such as
provided by SIBO Engineering, allows
manufacturers to increase production
while reducing labor costs.
“We continue to see a shift taking
place for more CNC capabilities in
machinery. There are also more
customers requesting single machines

our customers over the life span of that
machinery,” Brusa Antonini said.
“Many of our customers have been with
SIBO for a long time. For example, we
recently sold a machine in Brazil to a
customer that has been with us since 1970.
“At SIBO, we understand customers
are always demanding new and better
machinery as they, themselves, must
keep pace with better brush, broom and
other products. Therefore, we remain
committed to research, innovation and
product quality.”
Contact: SIBO Engineering S.r.l.,
Phone: +39 0323 837205.
Email: commerciale@sibo.it.
Website: www.sibo.it.
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BORGHI
Don’t settle for something ordinary. Choose excellence! You deserve MORE!
Borghi Spa provides you with the best machinery solutions for the broom and brush
industry, with a widely different service approach. Flexibility and Versatility, combined
with Quality and Reliability, have been at your disposal for more than 70 years.
The new technologies that were presented in 2020 have been established and appreciated
in the market thus far. Here is a small sampling of some of these developments.
One-Hand Fiber Loading System

HOUSEHOLD BRUSH MANUFACTURING

This innovation from Borghi takes a historically two-handed
operation and improves it, increasing operator safety, performance
and productivity. Previously, the operator needed to press a button
when loading the fiber bundles — a job that required the use of both
hands. Now, with this new system, there is a NEW way to operate as
the operator uses only one hand to load the fiber into position.
Once the added tab is pressed by the fiber bundle being loaded, it
automatically cycles the air cylinder to retract then extend, pressing
into place the new bundle of fiber that was loaded.
The SMART V2 PLUS and STAR R32 have been redesigned,
and the new versions will feature improved performance and a
wider range of options.
These machines will run at a higher speed, thanks to new
electronics architecture. The range of filling tools now includes a
new anchor set filling tool, with mobile jaws, that will allow greater
flare angles of the tufts when anchor setting. Operating and
maintenance aspects have been simplified: for example, all
vertical filling machine models will be equipped with a pneumatic
lifting system for the fiber stock boxes, and all new machines will
include air conditioning for the electrical panel, and include a router
for remote assistance. In the re-engineering of vertical tufting
machines, we have also paid particular attention to safety,
developing a specific system to improve the safety of the operator.

The One-Hand Fiber Loading System was presented for the
2021 American Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA)
William A. Cordes Innovation Excellence Award.
The STAR R32 (Horizontal tufting
machine with 2 filling tools, 2 drills,
continuous work-cycle, 5 axes) is the
top of the range for performance and
flexibility. The STAR R32 can cover a
wide range of products — from
banister brushes to 24” long push
brooms, and from tank brushes to toilet
brushes — and at the same time,
delivers a very high production output
at the maximum level in versatility.
The STAR R32 2020 has been greatly
improved and is offered in a new,
high-speed version “FLASH.”
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TECHNICAL & INDUSTRIAL BRUSHES

JUPITER - The flagship of industrial brush
manufacturing machines.
In order to strengthen the fiber stock autonomy and reduce tasks for
the machine operator, JUPITER has been enhanced with an automatic
fiber loading system. JUPITER can be automatically fed with fiber
by a robot that picks the bundles of fiber from a large capacity doublehopper, one for each
fiber color for doublestock boxes. This automatic system in-creases
fiber loading 22 times
more in capacity!
Furthermore, the
machine can be equipped with a trimming
unit for cylinder
brushes that can opShown is the JUPITER integrated trimming
erate simultaneously
unit for cylinder brushes.
during the filling process, delivering complete finished brushes at the end of the cycle.
More time for the machine operator: The automatic fiber
feeding system reduces the operator’s tasks.

ARCHIMEDE e-STROKE
ARCHIMEDE - The most versatile solution for
industrial and technical brush manufacturing.
ARCHIMEDE makes versatility its main strength. The high
degree of flexibility of filling, and the variety of available
accessory equipment, allow it to produce a wide range of brushes.
The ARCHIMEDE
e-STROKE has 2
stroke lengths:
70 mm and 135 mm,
providing greater
flexibility and keeping
high-speed production
in place for both
stroke lengths.

JUPITER 2 color fiber hoppers provide 22-times more capacity.

All-in-one: The incorporated trimmer allows JUPITER to
deliver finished brushes.
High efficiency: The e-STROKE filling head ensures highspeed production and quick setup for different fiber lengths.

GEMINI is yet another new machine offering Borghi’s e- STROKE
technology (H version for larger fiber) that provides huge productivity
and flexibility advantages. The e-STROKE allows for the adjustment of
the filling tool stroke, maximizing production speed (RPM) based upon
fiber length in the brush.
High Output: The double-brush clamp setup allows for
simultaneous drilling and filling.
High Efficiency: The e-STROKE filling head ensures highspeed production and quick setup for different fiber lengths.
Large Brushes: The single-brush setup allows for
manufacturing 1 large brush, using the same equipment.

ARCHIMEDE is now available with Borghi’s e-STROKE filling
head (H version for larger fiber). The e-STROKE version allows for
adjustments to be made of the filling tool stroke, maximizing
production speed (RPM) based upon fiber length in the brush.
Extreme versatility: It can process most kinds of brushes.
Quick change-over time: Best choice for short runs.
High efficiency: The e-STROKE filling head ensures highspeed production and quick setup for different fiber lengths.

GEMINI – 1 machine, 2 ways of making brushes.
GEMINI is the best value regarding versatility, productivity and
price for the manufacturing of technical and industrial brushes.
GEMINI is equipped with a double brush clamping system for
simultaneous drilling and filling. As an added option, the machine can
be set up with a single brush holder for manufacturing larger products
and minimizing change-over time (drill first; fill second). Both
capabilities are available on the same machine.
PG 20

GEMINI is yet another new machine offering e-STROKE technology
(H version for larger fiber).
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PERSONAL CARE BRUSHES

RAFFAELLO - The nail polish brush solution.
Automatic filling machine with 1 filling tool to produce nail
polish brushes.
High productivity: 300 brushes per minute!
Superior quality: 3 different trimmers and the sanding station
ensure a perfect finishing of the brush.
Quick change-over: The self-centering clamps allow to switch
from one setup to another in almost no time.
Highly automated: The automatic feeding of the stems by bowl
feeder and fiber by spools ensures the machine is highly
independent.

MOP MACHINES

OCTOPUS PACK
The OCTOPUS PACK is a fully automatic machine for
manufacturing mops for the household industry. The machine
carries out automatically all the steps for manufacturing a finished
and packed mop, including feeding the material, assembling the
mop and packing the final product.
OCTOPUS PACK can process cotton yarns, spun lace and nonwoven material spools and use them to assemble mops with plastic
sockets and staples, which are fed by vibrating feeders. Mops
manufactured by the OCTOPUS PACK offer superior quality thanks
to the even distribution of the material, placed in a radial 360° pattern.

RAFFAELLO can produce up to 300 brushes per minute.

TWISTING MACHINES
— U TWIST
The U TWIST is the ultimate solution for the production of
twisted brushes with loop-end or closed-end. The machine consists
of 2 working stations: one station carries out the first twist while the
other one performs the final twisting and finishing of the brush.
Working simultaneously on 2 brushes at the same time, the 2
stations ensure a high output of finished brushes.
The U TWIST can manufacture an extremely wide range of
brushes with different materials: synthetic fibers, metal fibers and
natural fibers. Regarding stem wires, the U TWIST can produce
brushes with plastic-coated stem wire, galvanized, stainless steel, etc.

The OCTOPUS PACK can produce mops with all kinds of materials.

Visit our website for more information:
WWW.BORGHI.COM.

U TWIST can manufacture an extremely wide range
of brushes with different materials.
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In the USA and Canada, contact:
Bodam International Ltd.
903 Cirelli Court, Aberdeen, MD 21001 USA
Phone: 1-410-272-9797.
Email: cp@bodam.com
Website: www.bodam.com
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BIZZOTTO GIOVANNI
AUTOMATION

application of the most innovative and reliable
technologies.
Manufacturing — Each component of the
machine is produced with great care, both within the
in-house specialized departments and with the
cooperation of reliable partners. After careful and
accurate controls, the final assembly of the parts and
the testing take place.
All of this is carried out in total observance of safety
standards that are in force, with particular care taken to
simplicity of use and of maintenance. Finally, a team of
highly qualified technicians attend to the installation
and start-up of the machinery and any automation that
is needed. This is done all over the world.
Assistance: The availability of a technical staff for
maintenance and service of machinery and automation
in every part of the world is immediate. Location and
solution of the problems, and any possible upgrade of
the machinery, can be carried out in real time.
Spare Parts Service: A spare parts warehouse is
provided with a computerized system for the
recording and the control of the availability of any
spare part. This assures prompt retrieval and timely
shipping to the customer.

he story of Bizzotto began in 1957, when the
founder, Giovanni Bizzotto, turned his garage
into a small artisan shop dedicated to the
construction of small manual wooden brush making
machines for local clients. Thanks to his passion for
mechanical equipment, innovative machines and
revolutionary technical solutions permitted improved
quality and an increase in production of the articles for
which the machinery was designed to produce.
Today, due to constant technological research and
development, and putting to good use the precious
experience achieved after many years of hard work,
Bizzotto has evolved to become one of the most
original realities in the mechanical, industrial sector.
After half a century of dedication, passion and care
for the manufacturing industry, Bizzotto continues to
provide revolutionary and profitable technical
solutions to customers all over the world.
Understanding Customers’Specific Needs And
Providing State-Of-The-Art Solutions — This is
Bizzotto’s philosophy, a family-owned company
that has widened its horizons by presenting itself as
a supplier of totally customized machinery for
different industrial sectors. It has focused on quality
with a complete partnership with the customer,
which expresses itself in the capacity to understand
the needs of customers and provide them with
“made-to-measure” solutions.

T

Bizzotto Is Specialized
In Three Main Sectors

Experience In The Sector, Complete
Advice And State-Of-The-Art Solutions.
Is This What You Are Looking For?

Precise teamwork is what the Bizzotto Company
puts into the field to support customers in every
step of the production process and to implement
truly customized solutions. This support includes:
The Solution Area — A complete staff, with
specific competencies that range from design to
engineering, supports the customer in the
evaluation of possible product ergonomic and
technical improvements for which machinery and
specific automation is to be created. This
consultation can be very useful since it is based on
the rich experience of the company.
The Engineering Area — Once the final
specifications of the item to be produced or to be
assembled are identified, the team of designers
and electronic experts apply the most suitable
technical solutions and automations for
machinery. A strict cooperation between the
different departments guarantees a constant
updating in any phase of the project and the
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BIZZOTTO GIOVANNI
AUTOMATION srl
Via Buonarroti, 67
35010 Paviola di S. Giorgio in Bosco
(Padova) – Italy
Phone: +39 049 9451067
Email: info@bizzottoautomation.com
Website: www.bizzottoautomation.com

Handle Machinery Sector: Sanders, chucking
machinery (i.e. doming, tapering, tenoning, threading,
end boring, cross boring, etc.); painting machinery
(lacquering); labeling systems; and packing machinery for the production of wooden handles.
Complete machinery lines for the production of
metal handles, starting from the flat steel or
aluminum band coil, including painting lines,
machines for assembling the various plastic inserts
(hanger tips, thread inserts, mop inserts, tapered
inserts, etc.), boring, deforming and cutting, as well
as labeling systems and machines for packaging with
the use of different systems, even robotized.
Woodworking Machinery Sector: Profiling and
shaping machines; boring and tapping machines; and
sanders for the production of broom and brush blocks,
paintbrush handles and similar items.
Industrial Automation Sector: Customized
machinery for the preparation, positioning and
assembly of particular products and accessories for the
cleaning industry (mops, floor scrubbers, detergent
dispensers, velvet lint brushes for clothes cleaning,
adhesive lint brushes for clothes cleaning,
toothbrushes/accessories, etc.,) automotive industry
and the kitchen appliance industry.
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BOUCHERIE
Aeola: A New Chapter In
Brush Manufacturing Technology

With the Aeola, Boucherie has developed a
totally different machine concept for household
and personal care brush manufacturing: compact,
simple and extremely efficient. Traditional
double header machines of today take up lots of
floor space, and often run at less than their full
potential because operators can’t keep up. An
extremely fast running single tool machine is
more compact, will run at a higher efficiency and
will be much simpler to maintain.
This machine uses Boucherie’s most
innovative technology, which allows the

combination of a very high tufting speed with
a maximum of trimming/flagging time. This is
possible because the independent brush
holders only spend as much time as required in
each station, and the time savings can be used
to obtain a better product finish.
Aeola is laid out as a compact carrousel with
very good accessibility for maintenance and
change-over. There is one filling tool that runs at
a very high speed, without stopping between
consecutive brushes. Drilling is done by means of
several drill units to have an extended drill life.

Boucherie’s Aeola
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Aeola

Do you still believe
2 is better than 1?
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Discover this new chapter in brush manufacturing technology
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aeola.boucherie.com

Optional electronic trimming, flagging and
beating are arranged around the same carrousel,
so that brushes always stay in the same clamp
throughout the whole process. The brush
holders have 5 axes of movement, all controlled
by servomotors. With the full 180° of tuft flare
possible in both directions, this machine is
extremely versatile and quick to change over,
with a minimum of mechanical changes.
Special brush holder fixtures for full round
toilet brushes, full round hair brushes and
Scandinavian-style dish brushes are available.
The filling tool is of a completely new and
simple design, with extremely few parts, derived
from the most recent toothbrush manufacturing
technology. There is no housing and there is no
sliding of the tool, because the main tool parts are
bolted directly to sturdy levers, eliminating any
need for lubrication. The extremely rigid
construction and smart design of the drive
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systems allow very high tufting speeds.
Eliminating the start/stop cycles of the main
motor, and equipped with the newest generation
of electronics and handling systems, Aeola is also
very energy efficient.
The Aeola is available in different degrees of
automation: From a drill and fill machine with
manual loading up, to a fully automatic brush
manufacturing cell with automatic loading and
integrated trimming.

For more information visit:
aeola.boucherie.com.
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Working together for new solutions

Custom Made

ABRASIVE FILAMENTS
Round or Flat Profile • Grit Sizes of 36 up to 4000
From 0.25 mm (0.010 in) to 3.00 mm (0.120 in) Diameters
Level or Crimped Filaments • Cuts, Spools or Hanks
Cuts from 44 mm (1.73 in) to 1405 mm (55.31 in)
In a Broad Variety of Colors • SiC, AO, Ceramic or Diamond Grit

www.filkemp.com
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ROTH
COMPOSITE MACHINERY
Roth Composite Machinery launched the
new generation of the automated trimming
machine AAM/TK. The classic type in the
field of trimming machines has been improved
selectively with even higher output. It features
the following characteristics:
• Customer-oriented system — The
composition of the machine, which is an
aggregate of our past AAM/TK, is tailored to
the needs of customers and their products
(standard 600mm/optional up to 1000mm).
• Well-proven technology — Features
transport chain with six mechanical clamping
stations, convenient cutting height adjustment
via counting mechanism and spindle as well as a
customized combination of rotary knife and/or
clipper knife aggregates, flagging station,
cleaning rollers and bristle finisher.
Among Roth Composite Machinery’s major strengths are its customized designs, and being able to equip machines
according to customer requirements. In recent years, the company has expanded its expertise at the international level by
means of powerful and energy-saving drive elements, as well as introducing a highly-efficient production process.
“That technology, called ‘RoAn,’ stands out by featuring extreme running smoothness, low wear and an exceptionally high
process reliability,” according to Roth. “That helps Roth Composite Machinery position itself as among the world-leading
manufacturers in the brushmaking equipment industry.”

CAPITALIZING ON MAJOR STRENGTHS
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Shown is the automatic trimming
machine, AAM/TK, with standard
equipment of one rotating knife,
one clipper knife, one vertical
and two lateral cleaning rollers.
More equipment an option.

For over 100 years, Roth Composite Machinery — formerly known as Schlesinger — has been developing,
manufacturing and selling universal production machines for the brush industry. From its early beginnings, the company
has now become one of the leading manufacturers of high-quality machines. Its focus centers on providing advanced
and high-performance constructions, versatility and user-friendly operability. Various machine versions can be
developed by Roth — from basic to high-end.
The portfolio at Roth Composite Machinery also includes coating and filter pleating machines, as well as machinery
for the manufacture of lightweight components by using the filament winding process. In that field, the company is a
world-market leader.

MANUFACTURER WITH TRADITION

Visit www.roth-composite-machinery.com for more information.
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WOMA
Bavarian Craftsmanship
Meets Thuringian Technology
WOMA Revives An Old Sweetheart
For Bürsten-Baumgartner

The family-based business Bürsten-Baumgartner, located in
Plattling, Bavaria, Germany, relies on genuine quality work.
Unique skills and craftsmanship are essential to produce special
cleaning brushes, but as manager and co-owner Norbert Jocham
explains: “This can’t be done without use of technology.”
The brushes, which are produced in small batches, are mainly used
for industrial purposes. Quite often, they must be newly refurbished at
Bürsten-Baumgartner. In order to achieve this, all worn bristle bundles
are removed, hole-by-hole, and then the brush body is cleaned.
Waltraud Baumgartner-Jocham pays special attention to
environmentally friendly solutions at her company. A special basin is
used to clean the brushes. Dirt is gently and effectively removed with
the use of bacteria and heat treatment.
“We are proud to do this without using chemicals, and with very low
water consumption,” explained the owner. “That helps us to protect the
environment and our employees.”
With that in mind, a major decision was made to purchase a
secondhand tufting machine, in an effort to better produce a
specialized production solution.
Norbert Jocham explained: “In this context, we knew WOMA
was the right place to start. Used machines not only are a symbol of
proven and solid technology, but also stand for true sustainability.”
He visited the WOMA warehouse in Bad Salzungen, Thuringia,
Germany, and found a suitable Zahoransky tufting machine. A
mechanical revision was
then performed by the
WOMA team. It was
required to design and
install a special 3-axis
adjustable table, which
breathed new life into
the “old sweetheart.”
Intuitive and experienced technicians made
sure the machine will
continue to provide long
and great service for the
new owners.
WOMA General ManJosefa Murr ensures that brushes are
ager Daniel Köhler takes
properly fed. She is proud to know that her pride in the fact that his
boss cares about sustainability and
company’s work helps
environmental protection.
the environment.
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Shown, left to right, are Norbert Jocham, Josefa Murr, Daniel Köhler,
Markus Weinberger and Waltraud Baumgartner-Jocham.

“Not every company plan necessarily demands the use of hightech machinery. Sometimes, equipment that has been proven and
tested for years, is the right option, after it’s been adapted by
WOMA,” Köhler said.
According to WOMA, in contrast to new machinery, previously
owned equipment is quickly available and at considerably lower cost
— hence protecting valuable resources.
That concept not only convinced Bürsten-Baumgartner’s top
management, but also impressed its personnel, including Josefa
Murr. She was especially happy with the new moveble table which
is now part of the company’s refurbished machine, designed for
easier and quicker brush placement and drilling.
“It was definitely lucrative to rely, not only on well proven
technology, but also the expertise of Mr. Köhler and his team,”
according to Bürsten-Baumgartner’s owners.
Further discussions on how to work together on developing
other customized machines are well underway.
Bürsten-Baumgartner is run by the second generation, and
manufactures industrial and special brushes. The business was
founded in 1949 by Ludwig und Rosa Baumgartner, in
Schöllnach, Germany, and is a family-run, medium-sized
enterprise. A focus on continuous growth, innovative strength and
sustainability remains important for the Bürsten-Baumgartner
family and their 30 employees.
WOMA was founded in 2008 by Daniel Köhler. Originally
dedicated to trading secondhand woodworking machinery,
Köhler started working with the brush industry after his 2008
visit to the InterBrush trade fair. The internationally-oriented
WOMA now has 25 employees, trained to overhaul machinery.
Since 2015, WOMA is also committed to machine development
and construction.
Visit www.woma-brush.com.
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UNIMAC S.R.L.
UNIMAC’S KNOT-A MACHINE INNOVATIONS

UNIMAC s.r.l. offers technology to
produce power brushes, and continues to
modernize its innovations in the twisted knot
machine family, especially as it relates to its
KNOT-A machine.
KNOT-A is a fully automatic machine.
Thanks to its flexibility, it is ideal for start-up
production needs of twisted knot segment
brushes, and ideal for frequent model changes.
The machine is capable to run all sizes within
twisted knot segments that are typically found
in the market. The machine automatically
loads the discs in two ways:
• Blank discs that need to be punched; and,
• Pre-punched discs.
KNOT-A inserts the wires to be knotted
from multi-wire spools or single-wire spools.
After the knotting cycle is complete, the
machine automatically ejects the knotted
segment outside of the machine into a
container. The machine is CNC-controlled,
and can be programmed to produce a wide
variety of knotted segments. The machine
includes, in its software, the control of the
knot with rose end or straight end.
KNOT-A can produce knotted segments with a minimum outside diameter of 75mm up to a maximum outside diameter of
180mm.
As we move forward, UNIMAC’s KNOT-A features an important innovation: The possibility of obtaining knotted
segments with a diameter bigger than 180mm, thus expanding the production range and improving the machine’s overall
efficiency and versatility.
Please contact UNIMAC’s sales department for further information and details:

UNIMAC srl
Via Cristoforo Colombo, 9
41013 – Castelfranco Emilia (Mo), Italy
Tel: +39 059 93 26 64
Sales: paolo@unimac.it
sales@unimac.it
www.unimac.it
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POWER BRUSHES

HANDLE LINES

Located in the heart of Italy’s technology and manufacturing region,
Unimac leads the Industry in manufacturing machines and automation to
produce Power Brushes as well as complete lines and automation for the
production and assembling of handles.
UNIMAC s.r.l.
via Colombo, 9
41013 Castelfranco Emilia, Modena · Italy
Phone +39 059 93 26 64

www.unimac.it
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SIBO ENGINEERING
Every year, SIBO Engineering designs and manufactures one or more new machines
dedicated to special workings in many different fields. One on those new machines is the
FMR/8: an automatic, eight-position, drilling machine that is suitable for processing such
items as spatulas, knives, paintbrush handles, etc.

The FMR/8 is equipped
with an automatic loader
and a high-precision rotary
table that allows it to drill
two horizontal holes at
different depths, upper
vertical drilling, lower
vertical drilling and milling
on the end facing at the
same time. At every turn of
the rotary table, a finished
piece is unloaded.

The machine, just like all
other SIBO Engineering's
products, is designed to
respond to the market’s new
needs: multiple operation
concentrated in one single
equipment and at high levels
of productivity.
Visitors can see this
machine in action, as
well as all other
innovative solutions,
by visiting www.sibo.it.
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SIBO Engineering: Special Customized Machines Since 1830
These are just a few of the products that
can be produced with SIBO’s machines.

If you have a special request,
SIBO Engineering will
find a special solution!

For more information, Contact us at:

SIBO Società Industriale Brusa Ornavasso
rnavasso S
S.R.L.
RL
Via Alfredo di Dio, 215 • 28877 Ornavasso (Vb)
Tel: +39 0323 837205 • commerciale@sibo.it • www.sibo.it

INDUSTRY NEWS

Perlon/Pedex GmbH Großer Preis des Mittelstandes

In 2021, Pedex GmbH in Affolterbach,
Germany, was nominated for the Großer
Preis des Mittelstandes, a business award
for small and medium-sized companies.
“The award has been the single most
popular business award in Germany since
1994. This award isn’t just about numbers,
jobs or innovation but the business as a
whole. Every November, the OskarPatzelt-Foundation invites nominations of
medium-sized companies for the comp-

etition from communities, associations,
organizations and companies. The nomination can be for medium-sized companies from the industrial, commercial,
service and trade sectors,” according to a
press release.
Nominated businesses are evaluated
according to five competition criteria:
• Overall development of the business;
• Creation and safeguarding of jobs and
apprenticeships;

the World of BrushmakingMachines

JOIN THE POSSIBILITIES
www.woehlerbrushtech.com

Wöhler Brush Tech GmbH
Wöhler-Platz 2 | 33181 Bad Wünnenberg | GERMANY | Tel: +49 2953 73 300 | bt@woehler.com
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Perlon® is part of the Serafin group,
whose philosophy is based on more than
150 years of entrepreneurial tradition
of its shareholding family. Under the
guiding principle, “Verantwortung
aus Tradition,” meaning taking
responsibility is our tradition, Serafin
invests in companies with the goal of
fostering its long-term development
in accordance with all stakeholders.

• Modernization and innovation;
• Involvement in the region; and,
• Service and customer focus, marketing.
The winner and the finalists are decided
by 12 regional juries and a final jury. In
each competition region there can be three
prize winners selected from five finalists.
The official announcement was made
September 18, at a gala evening in Würzburg. Jakob Jonsson (CCO) accepted the
prize on behalf of Pedex GmbH, a prize
winner for Hesse.
“Pedex GmbH is looking forward to the
announcement of the national winner which
will take place in Dresden on October 30.”
“Perlon® - The Filament Company is a
worldwide manufacturer of synthetic
filaments, and with the help of around 840
employees, generates a turnover of over
140 million euros. The company manufactures filaments for applications in the
paper machine clothing industry (PMC),
the brush industry, for technical textiles as
well as filaments for cosmetic and dental
applications from its sites in Germany, the
USA and China,” according to the release.
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Business Is Good For

HANDLE AND BLOCK
MANUFACTURERS
Despite Supply Chain Issues
By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine recently spoke with executives from six companies that
supply wooden and metal handles, blocks, and other related products, who reported
business at their respective companies has been from good to booming. A main issue has
had to do with keeping up with the demand for the products their companies produce.

In addition, while no one is predicting a shut down such as what took place in 2020
when COVID-19 began to ravage the country, the business leaders interviewed expressed
some worries concerning the recent emergence of the Delta Variant.

usiness has been fairly strong at PelRay strong hardwood. We still have sales for tauari, although
International, of San Antonio, TX, a division of some U.S. retailers do not want it,” Pelton said. “On the other
Brush Fibers of Arcola, IL, reported President hand, shipments are slow, lead times are long and we can’t
Bart Pelton. As is the case with some other companies in really seem to keep it in stock. When we receive a container,
it is usually all sold by the time it gets here.
the handle segment, supply and demand
Then, we have to wait for the next
is an issue.
shipment to arrive.”
“Handles are selling faster than we can
Another issue impacting imported tauari,
import or make them,” Pelton said. “As a
as well as pine and eucalyptus out of
result, lead times have been expanded. In
Brazil, is ocean freight rates.
addition, prices are up.”
“Ocean freight costs are up probably 300
PelRay serves manufacturers of brooms,
percent from $2,000 a container to $8,000 a
brushes and mops worldwide, providing
container. The wood handles are fairly
supplies from more than 12 countries. The
heavy, so you can’t really fill up a
company offers wood handles, of various
container, or it will be overweight,” Pelton
species, and metal handles that are either
said. “Because of increasing ocean freight
powder painted or plastic coated. PelRay also
carries mop and brush hardware and mop yarn.
costs, we are often looking at maybe an
Traditionally, PelRay has sourced tauari
extra 25 cents a handle for tauari out of
Bart Pelton
Brazil. It is not quite as much for pine,
hardwood out of Brazil for its wood
handles. The company also offers FSC (Forest Stewardship because pine is lighter and we get more pieces per container.”
Some customers are opting to purchase pine rather than
Council) certified pine handles, also imported from Brazil.
U.S. retailers have soured on selling tauari handles due to tauari, Pelton said. PelRay imports pine from Honduras,
environmental concerns, such as the clearing of the Amazon Mexico, Brazil and Argentina. The company also sources
rainforest for agricultural reasons, without replacing cut trees. As pine grown in the United States.
Rather than tauari, PelRay’s hardwood of choice is
a result, PelRay has cut back on the amount of tauari it imports.
“There are still people who want tauari because it is such a eucalyptus, but that is also hard to get. As is the case with

B
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tauari, some retailers are also balking at eucalyptus, simply
because it is imported from Brazil.
“Some retailers don’t want to touch Brazilian eucalyptus, even
though it is not grown anywhere near the rainforest,” Pelton said.
“Eucalyptus is being replanted and is FSC certified. It is definitely
environmentally satisfactory. However, some retailers don’t like
the fact that is comes from Brazil. It (eucalyptus) is heavy and
strong, almost as much as tauari. The main issue concerning
eucalyptus is most of the mills are booked out many months, and
it has just been hard to get.”

“We still have sales for tauari, although
some U.S. retailers do not want it. On the
other hand, shipments are slow, lead
times are long and we can’t really seem
to keep it in stock. When we receive a
container, it is usually all sold by the time
it gets here.”
~ Bart Pelton
Over-the-road truck freight costs have also gone up, although
not as dramatically as ocean freight costs, Pelton said.
“We are often paying 20 to 30 percent more for over-theroad shipments than just a few months ago,” Pelton said.
“The worst part is, we often can’t get a truck when we need
it, leaving product sitting on a dock for several days
awaiting shipment.
“On the other hand, compared to ocean freight where it can
take weeks to get a container booked on a ship, waiting a few
days on a truck to come from Mexico is really not too bad.”
An ongoing issue has been the deterioration of service
having to do with over-the-road shipments.
“Orders have been lost. Sometimes they are found, sometimes
not. We have had pallets just disappear, and then show up weeks
later,” Pelton said. “In some cases, where we normally receive
orders in two or three days, it has taken 10 days to two weeks.
LTL service in the United States has been spotty. Although it
doesn’t happen all the time, subpar service happens a lot more
than it did before.”
PelRay also imports steel handles from Europe. With what
Pelton calls a “double whammy” of higher steel prices
coupled with the high cost of ocean freight, PelRay is paying
a lot more for imported steel handles.
“We have been checking with customers to see if they want
us to pay the higher prices for steel handles,” Pelton said.
“They say paying more is better than not having product at
all. The difficulty of getting containers loaded onto vessels,
because of space issues, is adding several weeks from the
time when an order is placed to when it is received.”
Italy is a big exporter of metal handles. A container of metal
handles might sit ready to go for two to three weeks before
space becomes available on a vessel, Pelton said.
“Then, when the shipment arrives at a congested U.S. port,
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it might take another two to three weeks to get space at a
port to unload it. So, there are delays at both ends,” Pelton
said. “At the moment, inventories are low and supply is
tight across the board. I think most customers would say
they would rather pay higher prices than not have product
to offer their customers.
“It is one thing to say the price is up — it is another thing
to say product is unavailable. If the choice is, ‘I don’t have
any,’ or ‘I have some, but the price is high,’ you would rather
say, ‘I have it, but the price is high.’
“For now, there is no indication of any price relief. Some of
the logistic journals and business press have said they expect
prices to moderate, or come back down in the second quarter
of 2022, but it is uncertain if that will happen. It is a supply
and demand issue at this point.”
As an importer, PelRay officials keep a close eye on
currency exchange rates between the U.S. dollar, the
European euro, and the Mexican peso. The exchange rate
between the Brazilian real and the U.S. dollar is of lesser
concern as the Brazilian government requires exporters to sell
in dollars.
“The peso has been trading between 19.6 pesos to a dollar
to a little more than 20 to 1,” Pelton said. “The peso will
occasionally jump up to more than 20 to 1. Going back to last
April, the peso has been trading in an unusually tight range
against the dollar.
“The euro exchange rate has been fluctuating somewhat. This
year it has been as cheap as $1.17 to 1, and as expensive as $1.23
to 1 euro. The euro has also been in a fairly tight range in the past
few months, trading between $1.19 to 1 and $1.17 to 1.

“We have been checking with customers to
see if they want us to pay the higher prices
for steel handles. They say paying more is
better than not having product at all.”
~ Bart Pelton

“There hasn’t been much impact on costs due to foreign
exchange with those currencies. As an importer, you like to
see the dollar appreciate some because that means you can
import for less.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has taken a turn for the worse
recently because of the emergence of the Delta Variant. While
it relaxed some of the protocols put in place in 2020, as it
seemed things were getting better, PelRay is still practicing
certain protocols to keep its employees as safe and healthy as
possible as the Delta Variant has become an issue.
“We are still receiving visitors and making sales calls, but
not like we did before the pandemic,” Pelton said. “We are not
requiring people to wear masks if they have been vaccinated.
Just about our entire staff has been vaccinated. I have one
employee who hasn’t, but is planning on getting vaccinated
soon. I hope to have a 100-percent-employee-vaccinated staff
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in a few weeks, which I think is a great way to protect our
people and our business.
“Although we are doing some business travel, we are not
traveling nearly as much as we were. The resurgence of
infections with the Delta Variant is certainly slowing down
business travel. The good news is, at least around here, the
infection and hospitalization rates peaked several weeks ago
and are declining.
“There is still a ways to go, but it seems like things are
starting to improve around here.
“I don’t see the lockdowns returning to where restaurants
and theaters close, fans at football games are limited, etc.,
again. That is behind us.
“Meanwhile, the good news is reopened schools, stores and
arenas need their facilities cleaned. That is helping demand,
particularly for our customers in the commercial market.
“The retail market was strong last year and it is still fairly
strong at this point. I think business will continue to be strong in
the long-term.
“There is always going to be a need for the products our
industry supplies. That doesn’t mean things won’t slow down
at one point or another. In fact, I think there is almost going
to have to be a slow down in order to correct the imbalances
that are building in the economy. However, for the short- and
long-term, I feel pretty good about business.”
Contact: PelRay International Company,
4712 Macro, San Antonio, TX 78218.
Phone: 210-757-4640. Email: info@pelray.com.
Website: www.pelray.com.

n 2020, as the COVID-19 pandemic gripped the nation
and much of the world, many companies in the cleaning
industry remained open and were very busy. As
economies shut down and some businesses closed
completely, or had to lay off people to keep afloat, people
stayed home. Evidence suggests that while people were at
home they did more cleaning, so sales of brooms, mops,
brushes and other tools boomed.
For American Select Tubing (AST), of Mattoon, IL,
2020 was the best year ever for the company, General
Manager Mark Maninfior reported at that time.
“We were busy last
year, and we are considerably more busy this
year,” Maninfior said
recently. “Our backlog
of orders stretches into
the middle of January
2022.”
Maninfior said AST’s
significant growth the
past couple of years
reflects the boost of
Mark Maninfior
business the cleaning

I
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industry overall has enjoyed, brought about by the emphasis
on cleaning during COVID.
Another factor is some companies that had difficulties
getting shipments from Europe are buying domestically, and
AST is picking up some of that business.
“We have taken on some new customers and that has
contributed to us being way behind,” Maninfior said.
AST specializes in the manufacture and sale of metal
handles to the mop, broom and brush industries. The
company also sells to the lawn and garden segment.
AST’s largest product segment is its full-hard steel tubing,
which comes in diameters of 21 mm, 22 mm, 23.5 mm (15/16
inch), 25 mm (1 inch) and 1 1/8 inches. The 1 1/8-inch
diameter tubes are used for snow shovels.

“We have had people come down with
COVID, and others who have been around
people who tested positive. When that
happens, it takes employees out of our
plant until they can return with a negative
test result.”
~ Mark Maninfior

AST also offers aluminum handles, both fixed and extension,
in 7/8-inch, 15/16-inch and 1-inch diameters. The aluminum
handles have nearly the same mix of end fitments that the
company offers on metal handles. AST purchases the raw tubes
for aluminum handles and then assembles the caps, threads, etc.
As states began to open their economies earlier this year as
significantly fewer COVID cases and deaths were reported,
the Delta Variant of the virus reared its ugly head.
As Delta Variant cases and deaths are on the rise, safety and
health protocols that were relaxed are being reinstated in
many cases.
“We have had people come down with COVID, and others
who have been around people who tested positive. When that
happens, it takes employees out of our plant until they can
return with a negative test result,” Maninfior said.
To compound the problem, AST, as are many other companies,
suffering from a shortage of the nation’s labor pool.
“We are down about eight people,” Maninfior said. “That
may not sound like a lot, but it is about 20 percent of our
workforce.”
The Delta Variant has some people worried about the
possibility of a wide-spread shut down, like what happened
last year. Regardless of what happens, Maninfior thinks AST
will continue to operate.
“When things shut down in 2020, we remained relatively
busy through all that. I don’t think things are going to shut
down, but if they do, I don’t really see that as a problem
for us,” Maninfior said. “The biggest concern I have with
the Delta Variant is it seems to be more contagious,
impacting more people. It is taking people out of our
workforce and we are already short-handed. It has become
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a real struggle, and sometimes a juggling act, just to keep
things running.
“Another issue is, like other companies, we are
experiencing much higher costs for raw materials, primarily
steel, which is our highest volume of raw material. The price
of steel has gone up threefold since last summer. That has had
a dramatic impact on the price of our products.
“In addition, resin prices have at least doubled in the past
year. We have had to raise our prices several times this year
to all customers.”
AST also uses aluminum in some of its offerings, the
price of which has also increased. However, the
overriding issue with aluminum is lead times are now six
to eight months, Maninfior said.
“The lead time for steel is not bad,” Maninfior said. “For
resin, it has become an availability issue. One month we may
have problems finding a linear low-density polyethylene
material, and then the next month it may be polypropylene
that is in short supply.”
Two recent hurricanes, Ida and Nicholas, have also thrown a
wrench in the works, disrupting the supply chain. Ida made
landfall in Louisiana, and its remnants became a powerful
tropical storm, causing widespread damage along coastal areas of
the Mid-Atlantic states.
Meanwhile, Hurricane Nicholas made landfall in Texas.
Massive rainfall amounts came with both storms.
“I have been notified Hurricane Nicholas has limited
suppliers’ ability to move their products, so, we are going to
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be late on some shipments from Texas,” Maninfior said.
Despite supply and demand issues, as well as long lead
times, AST continues to thrive.
“AST is planning on adding capacity in 2022 in the form of
another tube mill,” Maninfior said. “We have the available
assembly and painting capacity, but it is the tube capacity that
has been really tight.

“The overriding issue with aluminum is
lead times are now six to eight months....
The lead time for steel is not bad. For resin,
it has become an availability issue.”
~ Mark Maninfior

“Also, as the expansion of our molding operation continues, we
will be adding another machine in 2022, if not at the end of 2021,
which will bring us to a total of six machines.”
In recent years, AST has offered its unique two-color handles.
The handles are designed to be an “eye-catching” product on
store shelves. While the two-color handles have been slow to
catch on, there is some anecdotal evidence that once customers
try them, they discover they are a viable product offering.
Meanwhile, the first part of June through October is snow
shovel season at AST.
“We have picked up some new snow shovel handle
customers,” Maninfior said.
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Since its founding in 2013, AST has stressed flexibility, which
involves offering short lead times and small minimum order
quantities. A key element in this effort has been the company’s
ongoing handle stocking program. The program is designed to
allow customers who place large volume repeat orders to get
handles at a moment’s notice. Every week, participating
customers receive a report on their orders, and an inventory
status of their items.

“AST is planning on adding capacity in
2022 in the form of another tube mill. We
have the available assembly and painting
capacity, but it is the tube capacity that has
been really tight.”
~ Mark Maninfior

“Unfortunately, because of the number of orders we have
had, many customers who had stock that we held in inventory
are very low on that stock, and, in some cases, it is gone,”
Maninfior said. “Normally, during the slow time of the year
between Thanksgiving and February 1, we work on building
up those inventories. But, our backlog is completely solid
now until the middle of January, so, we are going to be busy
for quite awhile.”
In 2016, AST acquired Carolina Filaments, LLC. Now
operating as AST Filaments, the company markets, stocks
and distributes filaments for Filkemp (Portugal), Plasticfibre (Italy) and other partners to customers in North
America and Mexico.
“AST Filaments was hit a little harder than the handle side
during COVID. Now, however, it is experiencing strong sales
each month,” Maninfior said. “Again, some of that may be
due to the difficulty of getting material from overseas.
Filaments are strong now, and it looks like they are going to
stay strong.”
Contact: American Select Tubing,
4005 Dewitt Ave., Mattoon, IL 61938.
Phone: 217-234-7300.
Email: sales@astubing.com.
Website: www.astubing.com.
elazoski Wood Products (ZWP), of Antigo, WI, was
founded in 1924 in a vacant blacksmith shop in Antigo.
At that time, the company was called the Thomas
Zelazoski Manufacturing Company.
Today, ZWP supplies blocks to the brush and broom
industry. The company also offers various other wood items
including furniture parts, special wooden parts, baseball bats,
game calls, fishing lure bodies, tip-up boards and the
occasional farm related item.
Also, in recent years, ZWP has branched out to machining
plastics; imprinting, such as hot stamping and branding; laser
engraving; and offering various finishes.
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A significant uptick in business has the company
scrambling to fill orders while battling longer lead times, said
Secretary Ben Zelazoski.
“Normally, we have three to four week lead times, and now
we are out to 12 weeks,” he said. “It seems customers are
ordering more domestically, perhaps because they can’t get
what they need anywhere else.”
With the longer lead times, some customers have placed
back-to-back orders.
“When some customers
found out our lead times
were eight weeks, they
placed another order right
behind the first order. As a
result, now we are out 12
weeks. It just ‘snowballed,’” Zelazoski said.
“The good part is customers really understand.
Last time I saw business
like this was when the
Japanese decided to take
Ben Zelazoski
up bowling as a sport, and
all the hard maple and a
lot of the pine was going to Japan for bowling pins and bowling
alleys. Everybody is in the same boat, it is not just the lumber
people.”
While demand remains high, causing long lead times, ZWP
has nonetheless been able to fill customers’ orders.
In the manufacture of brush blocks, ZWP uses primarily
domestic beech. The company also uses oak, walnut,
mahogany and maple to manufacture other offerings.
ZWP tries to source beech as locally as possible, mostly in
northern Wisconsin and in both the Upper Peninsula and
lower Michigan. However, beech bark disease in Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula has been an ongoing issue.

“It seems customers are ordering more
domestically, perhaps because they can’t
get what they need anywhere else.”
~ Ben Zelazoski

The company also uses hard maple in the production of
brush blocks.
“We have one product that takes a lot of poplar to
manufacture,” Zelazoski said.
Over the years, ZWP has manufactured many specialty
items. Two such products are its wooden scraper, designed
for cleaning grills, and an animal grooming tool.
Typically, the peak season for both products starts to
wind down as the autumn season takes hold. However,
2021 is different.
“Sales of wood scrapers and animal grooming tools
have not slowed,” Zelazoski said. “Business has been
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booming concerning those products and there are no signs
it will slow down anytime soon. Maybe, as people are still
staying home because of the pandemic, they are
continuing to use their grills, and are tired of looking at
their ‘shaggy’ dogs.”
Speaking of the pandemic, and, in particular, the Delta
Variant, Langlade County, where Antigo is the county seat,
has been deemed a “high risk area,” Zelazoski said.
When it comes to being vaccinated during the
pandemic, Zelazoski said he has never seen such a
diversity of attitudes.
“I lived through the polio epidemic, and others, when
people were happy to be able to stand in line to be
vaccinated,” Zelazoski said. “Now, some people think
the need to be vaccinated is a bunch of nonsense. When
I go out and about, almost no one is wearing a mask
anymore. I have a small circle of friends, and we have all
been vaccinated.
“In our plant, we are doing very well when it comes to being
vaccinated. We even offered to pay employees for their time off
to get vaccinated. I don’t know what the new Delta Variant strain
is going to bring. It is going to be a long time before we dig
ourselves out of this pandemic crisis.”
Another popular seasonal item ZWP offers is tip-up boards
used by ice fishermen.
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“We are finishing this year’s run of 26,000 boards,”
Zelazoski said. “The long lead times associated with the
tip-up boards is not because manufacturing them is slow,
rather the problem is the different finishes we use that
cause a back up of orders. We use polyurethanes on the
boards, which takes longer to dry than lacquer.”

“Sales of wood scrapers and animal
grooming tools have not slowed. Business
has been booming concerning those
products and there are no signs it will slow
down anytime soon.”
~ Ben Zelazoski

Another factor contributing to orders backing up is the
difficulty finding people willing to work.
“We got hit hard in the spring with a shortage of workers,”
Zelazoski said. “A lot of that has to do with the unemployment
benefits the government has in place that has motivated some
people to stay home. Nonetheless, I don’t mean to sound like I am
complaining about being busy. Business has been very good and
we have a very good crew working for us.
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“Last year, when much of the country was closed, some of
our employees didn’t take all their vacations because
destination options were limited. Now, as things are opening,
they are trying to get caught up on vacations, and trying to
have a life outside of work again.
“We have been able to hire some people, and are
moving right along. That includes working some
overtime. Life is good.”
ZWP was instrumental in the founding of the Wood
Technology Center of Excellence, also located in Antigo,
in 2011. The school has become a pipeline to introduce
the younger generation to the forest product and
woodworking industry.
According to its website, “The Wood Technology Center of
Excellence is a one-of-a-kind, 27,000-square-foot facility
dedicated to preparing students for careers in the forest
products and woodworking industry. Through a combination
of cutting-edge technology and industry-driven curriculum,
graduates are trained for a field that boasts more than 1
million jobs nationwide.”

“I think we are going to continue to have
a tight lumber market and a tight labor
pool. We are going to have to continue to
adapt, like we always have, to take care of
what is ahead.”
~ Ben Zelazoski

Since its inception, The Wood Technology Center of
Excellence has been a source of new employees for ZWP.
“We have had a few students work part time for us,”
Zelazoski said. “Our manufacturing process does not involve
a production line, so students can work a few hours a day, on
their day off, or during their vacations. It gives them an idea
of what the production atmosphere is really like, and gives us
some very good, enthusiastic workers.
“Currently, we have two graduates working for us, and both
of them are very good. We have our door open again. School
is just starting. We have one student who is going to continue
to work part time.”
The Technology Center of Excellence also offers the
opportunity for ZWP employees to receive further training or
to attend refresher courses.
“The center has been a very successful resource, not just for
us, but also for any company who has hired a student from
there,” Zelazoski said.
Looking ahead, Zelazoski predicts ZWP will remain very
busy for quite some time.
“I think we are going to continue to have a tight lumber
market and a tight labor pool. We are going to have to
continue to adapt, like we always have, to take care of what
is ahead,” Zelazoski said. “The only thing that doesn’t change
is change. Over the years I have worked here, our main
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product line has changed several times. However, we have a
few items, such as broom and brush blocks, that have
remained constant. There has always been something else that
has come along to help us keep us going. It has been a very
interesting career for me.”
Contact: Zelazoski Wood Products, Inc.,
835 Ninth Ave., P.O. Box 506, Antigo, WI 54409.
Phone: 800-240-0974. Email: ben@zwpi.com.
Website: www.zwpi.com.

.D.F. di De Franceschi Gabriella & C. sas, located in
Bazzano/Valsamoggia, Italy, offers a wide range of
products to the cleaning industry.
“Since 1983, G.D.F. has been a supplier to foreign
customers of ‘made in Italy’ products, including foamed or
solid plastic blocks, epoxy-painted metal handles and
poles, plastic buckets and other cleaning products,”
President Gabriella De Franceschi said. “Because of the
emergence of the COVID-19 Delta Variant, business has
slowed. We are facing a lot of challenges as people are
being infected by the virus.”
Other challenges the company faces have to do with the
availability and the price increase of raw materials G.D.F. uses,
including steel, plastic,
cardboard and wood.
“Conducting business
has been very complicated since December
2019,” De Franceschi
said. “However, despite
the difficulties, business in 2020 was not
bad. Our turnover during 2020 was about 40
percent lower than
2019, but this was
acceptable when compared to other segments Gabriella De Franceschi
that were significantly
damaged, as they recorded turnover of 80 to 90 percent.”
De Franceschi started G.D.F. in 1983 after gaining
experience in the field of synthetic monofilaments. The
mission of the company remains the same — to provide brush
and broom makers with good, quality components so that
they can make their products from one source.
Grouping together products also saves on transportation
costs for companies. Furthermore, the customer only has to
pay one supplier, she said.
After working for some of the major Italian
monofilament companies, De Franceschi launched her
company with the main objective of grouping together all
of the necessary components for customers, and servicing
the worldwide market with quality products, reliable
service and competitive prices, she said.
De Franceschi feels quick service and caring about
customers’ needs, while offering quality items at competitive
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prices, separates G.D.F. from the competition. This is an
ongoing goal of the company.

The mission of the company remains
the same — to provide brush and broom
makers with good, quality components so
that they can make their products from one
source.
~ Gabriella De Franceschi

“As G.D.F. does business in the worldwide marketplace,
one of our challenges is competing with companies from
China and Eastern Europe,” De Franceschi said. “There are
still too many low-quality competitors in the
marketplace.”
Contact: G.D.F. di De Franceschi Gabriella & C. sas,
Via Mazzini, 27, Bazzano,
40053 Valsamoggia BO Italy.
Phone: ++ 39 051830189;
Mobile: +39 3405743265.
Fax: +39 051830263.
Email: gdf@gdfsrl.eu. and gdfwin@tin.it.
Website: www.gdfsrl.eu.
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onahan Partners, of Arcola, IL, is an OEM supplier
of cleaning tools and parts to the jan/san industry. The
company assembles metal and plastic parts onto
fiberglass, metal and wood handles, and packages them to
customers’ specifications. Complementary products include
lobby dust pans, clip-on dust pans, dust mop heads and
frames, microfiber wet and dry mops, braces and more.
While many businesses, schools, government agencies,
etc., were forced to cut back or close altogether during the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic during 2020, and
now, with the emergence of the Delta Variant, Monahan
Partners has remained open for business. No employees
have been laid off due to the pandemic.
“If lead times were normal, we would be having a very
good year,” Monahan Partners President Kevin Monahan
said. “Unfortunately, long lead times are preventing us from
reaching our potential.”
By mid-March 2020, Monahan Partners’ leadership realized
the pandemic was poised to cause catastrophic upheavals in the
business world and life in the United States in general. They,
without hesitation, acted to help make sure employees were safe
and remained healthy.
Protocols were put in
place, including the wearing of masks, hand washing at all breaks and the
installation of sanitizer
stations. Furthermore, the
office and plant were
designed in such a way
that social distancing was
easy to accomplish.
“Our staff is now 100
percent vaccinated and,
consequently, we removKevin Monahan
ed mask requirements for
employees in April 2021,” Kevin Monahan said. “We have the
space in our facilities to accommodate social distancing, and we
also have trust in our employees to make good decisions.
“The way we have successfully navigated the challenges
of the pandemic is another testament to the high quality of
our staff. The Delta Variant is certainly a concern, but there
is some comfort that, unlike March 2020, we know a little
more about what we are up against.”
The pandemic has also raised havoc with the availability
and pricing of raw materials.
“Prices for every material we touch have surged
multiple times during the past 18 months,” Kevin
Monahan said. “Although we continue to explore new
sourcing opportunities, the reality is, domestic items and
imports are both experiencing significant increases and
delays. So, in that way, we are in the same boat as our
competitors and customers.
“Today, we are paying six times more in freight costs for a
container than we were just two years ago. In addition, just
getting a container to our door has proven to be a struggle
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of immense proportions. It is imperative that our industry
and others bring this issue to the forefront. Most
companies can handle price increases better than they can
handle not having product.”
One thing that has gone by the wayside during the
pandemic is visiting customers in-person.
“We haven’t returned to visiting customers, and that is too
bad because there is simply no replacing an in-person visit —
but we will return soon,” Kevin Monahan said. “The biggest
change in customer service is that we have to constantly
update customers on availability.”
Kevin Monahan said transparency is of the utmost
importance when it comes to keeping customers informed of
the status of their orders.
“Customers understand the supply chain disruption and
long lead times, but they need, and deserve, to know when
they can expect to receive their goods, and if a container is
stuck at a port, on the rails or in a rail yard.”
Monahan Partners’ popular product offerings include
aluminum handles, lobby dust pans and “Freight Buster” handles.
“One of the products we are most proud of is our domestic
patented lobby dust pan,” Kevin Monahan said. “The
ergonomic and efficiency advantages are tremendous, and the
competitive pricing makes it a logical choice for many. It
works on so many types of floors found in many industries,
and in the home.”
Monahan Partners’ Freight Buster handles were introduced
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to the marketplace after shipping companies began
implementing a surcharge for products that hang over the
sides of pallets.

“Just getting a container to our door
has proven to be a struggle of immense
proportions. It is imperative that our
industry and others bring this issue to the
forefront. Most companies can handle
price increases better than they can
handle not having product.”
~ Kevin Monahan

The standard North American pallet, or GMA (Grocery
Manufacturers Association) pallet measures 48x40 inches.
The industry standard lengths of handles are 54 and 60
inches. Because the Freight Buster handles can be broken
down into multiple pieces, they can be packaged to fit a
standard pallet; therefore, saving companies the
additional surcharge.
Monahan Partners’ Pat Monahan holds the patent for
Freight Buster handles.
“As freight costs continue to skyrocket, interest in our
patented Freight Buster handles will only grow,” Kevin
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Monahan said. “We are also now carrying a high quality
domestic metal dust pan, which has been a great compliment
to our own plastic dust pans and patented lobby dust pans —
all proudly made in the USA.”
The company also offers a full line of colored 15/16-inch
and 1-inch diameter fiberglass handles, in lengths of 54 and
60 inches. The handles are sold in bulk or packaged per
customer specifications.

“One of the silver linings of the pandemic
I hope is long lasting, is the reality that the
cleaning industry is critical to the safety
and health of people worldwide. That
realization gives validity that our industry
shouldn’t be viewed as obligatory, but
something to be approached with great
appreciation.”
~ Kevin Monahan

Fiberglass handles are especially popular in food service
and prison environments. Fiberglass has advantages over
wood and metal in a food service setting as it is resistant to
bacteria growth. In addition, the material is not a good
conductor of electricity, which is an added advantage when it
comes to the safety concerns. Furthermore, fiberglass can
withstand extremely high temperatures.
Fiberglass handles are also preferred in correctional
facilities, such as prisons and jails. When fiberglass handles
break, the material essentially collapses. For this reason, they
do not make good weapons.
“We continue to invest in ourselves. By the end of the
year (2021), we will have upgraded our rivet machines.
Assembling plastic and metal components (mostly mop
hardware) onto wood, metal, or fiberglass handles is our
core strength, and we identified rivet machines as worthy of
protecting. The upgrade was more precautionary, which is
far better than doing it from a reactionary perspective,”
Kevin Monahan said. “Furthermore, we are currently
evaluating expanding our footprint to maximize the space
available on our property. Again, we are looking at this
option from a forward-thinking lens, and not from a
reactionary stance. I’m proud that the proactive mindset has
become prevalent among our fine staff.”
As the COVID pandemic remains tricky to navigate,
especially with the emergence of the Delta Variant, it is
critical Monahan Partners remains open to new opportunities,
identifies underserved niches, and grows with its longtime
customer partners, Kevin Monahan said.
“Our motto is ‘We’re In This Together,’” he said. “One of
the silver linings of the pandemic I hope is long lasting, is the
reality that the cleaning industry is critical to the safety and
health of people worldwide. That realization gives validity
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that our industry shouldn’t be viewed as obligatory, but
something to be approached with great appreciation.”
Contact: Monahan Partners, Inc.,
202 N. Oak, Arcola, IL.
Phone: 217-268-5771.
Email: kevin@monahanpartners.com.
Website: www.monahanpartners.com.

upply chain issues have been a major challenge for the
Whitley Monahan Handle Co., of Midland, NC,
which is a partnership between The Whitley Handle
Company and The Thomas Monahan Company, of
Arcola, IL.
“While demand has been strong for wood handles, our
battles have been with the supply chain,” said Sales Manager
Jim Monahan. “Management of wood raw material has been
very challenging, as acquiring sufficient volumes to fill all
our orders on a timely
basis has been difficult.”
Whitley Monahan Handle Co. offers wood
handles for brooms, mops,
toilet plungers, push
brooms, shovels and tools.
“Housing starts in the
United States have certainly put a lot of
pressure on the price of
lumber. Unless you live
in a cave, you have
seen the price of lumJim Monahan
ber at lumber yards and
home service centers
skyrocket. It has been difficult to get enough raw
materials,” Monahan said. “While the demand for wood
handles has been strong, we are fighting availability and
pricing of raw materials.”
On the pandemic front, Whitley Monahan had relaxed some of
the protocols it put in place last year when the virus first hit, as
COVID cases and deaths seemed to be in decline. However, a
resurgence in deaths and cases recently brought about by the Delta
Variant caused the company to reinstate some of the protocols.
“We take staggered breaks in the plant. We encourage
employees to wear masks. We have good ventilation
throughout our plant, which helps,” Monahan said. “We
encourage people to get vaccinated and to heed the
warnings that the government and health officials are
giving. That includes to not congregate in large indoor
gatherings, etc.
“We are just trying to educate our employees and keep them
healthy. So far, so good. We have had a few cases here and
there, but not enough to slow down production.”
Some ongoing issues with sourcing raw material
offshore have motivated Whitley Monahan to buy more
items domestically.
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“Sourcing wood domestically continues to be our focus,”
Monahan said. “We still buy some tauari hardwood out of Brazil,
but that country is having major issues, not only with COVID and
its economy, but also the region is in the midst of a drought.”
In addition, there is a lot of worldwide environmental
pressure on Brazil to do a better job of controlling the cutting
of the Amazon rainforest.

“We are seeing customers who have
historically bought from overseas calling us
about the possibility of supplying them with
domestic lumber.”
~ Jim Monahan

“The Brazilian government stopped all logging to reevaluate its permit system, and how much tree cutting
companies will be allowed to do,” Monahan said. “That
decision has essentially shut down the wood industry in
Brazil for the past three or four months. Permits were
supposed to be reissued back in May or June, but, so far, the
Brazilian government has been slow to reissue them.”
In the effort to source wood domestically, several years ago
Whitley Monahan began offering more southern yellow pine
from renewable tree plantations in the southern U.S.
“We have converted many customers to southern yellow
pine, which works very well for wood handles. It is a
softwood, but it is very strong, readily available and is a
beautiful wood,” Monahan said. “Yellow pine is plantation
harvested, following all the guidelines set forth by the federal
government. It is just a matter of getting enough through our
plant, as demand for wood handles has skyrocketed.
“We are seeing customers who have historically bought
from overseas calling us about the possibility of supplying
them with domestic lumber.”
Whitley Monahan has also been working to convince
customers that domestic poplar, a hardwood, is a good
substitute for Brazilian tauari.
“Right now, poplar has just gone out of sight in price and
availability, so it is a real battle to source the wood,” Monahan
said. “We see that easing up in the next four to six months. We are
optimistic that poplar will become more available and prices,
hopefully, reduced to the point where there will be a lot more
interest in poplar versus tauari. Poplar may be much more
advantageous for people to use in the future.”
Whitley Monahan also sources pine, a sturdy softwood,
from Honduras. What is known as Honduras pine is a species
of pine tree native to Mexico and Central America. It is the
national tree of Honduras, where it is known as “ocote.”
Currently, the rainy season is under way in Honduras,
which slows down production.
“Honduras pine is a factor in the market, and has been for
many years,” Monahan said. “Increased demand for
Honduras pine has caused prices to go up. In addition, the
pandemic has caused Honduran companies to take certain
precautions, which adds to the costs.
BBM MAGAZINE | September/October 2021

“We have raised prices a couple of times this year. We have
to pay higher prices to get raw material, otherwise it goes
elsewhere. It is a challenge to show customers we need price
increases due to labor and health issues inside our plant, but
the main culprit has been the availability of raw material.”
Still another challenge has been the significant hike in
ocean freight prices. Indonesia is an important wood handle
supplier, and their prices have gone up, as well.
“Anyone importing wood handles from the Far East to the
U.S. West Coast has seen ocean freight costs about four times
what they normally are, plus there are long delays in moving
product from California ports,” Monahan said. “Vessels are
waiting in line an extra week or two at U.S. ports to get
unloaded. Once they get unloaded, containers are put on the
dock to wait for trains to transport them to the Midwest,
which is another delay.
“Once containers are delivered to terminals in the
Midwest, we are finding customers are having trouble
getting them delivered due to the shortage of trucks and
truck drivers. Those delay issues are compounding the cost
of importing wood handles, which has put us in a very good
position supplying domestic yellow pine out of our
Midland plant.”
Monahan expressed optimism when pondering the future of
Whitley Monahan and wood handle markets.

“Honduras pine is a factor in the market.
Increased demand for Honduras pine has
caused prices to go up.”
~ Jim Monahan

“We are optimistic. When we switched a lot of our
production to yellow pine several years ago, we felt it was a
viable wood that should be used more in our industry.
Subsequent issues concerning hardwoods out of Brazil have
proven we were right,” Monahan said. “Production in Brazil
has really dropped off, and many people who are dependent
on that country for tauari are really concerned. So, it was
good we changed our emphasis several years away from
tauari. We are continuing to introduce more yellow pine and
domestic poplar into the marketplace.
“We feel, in the next four to six months, prices will stabilize
and the availability of domestic poplar and pine will increase
as we work through this shortage situation.
“You just have to be flexible these days and pay attention
to what your customers are telling you, because that is the
future. Who knows what the future will hold, but so far we
have been able to struggle through these challenges. We are
optimistic that the future will be much brighter.”
Whitley Monahan Handle Co.,
3827 Whitley Road, Midland, NC 28107.
Patrick Peebles, President.
Phone: 704-888-2625.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Chamber Of Commerce President Pays WOMA
A Courtesy Visit During Summer Tour

Dieter Bauhaus, president of the Thuringian (Germany)
Chamber of Commerce, visited WOMA during his summer
tour. Accompanied by the chamber’s general manager, Dr.
Cornelia Haase-Lerch, and the mayor of the German city of
Bad Salzungen, Klaus Bohl, the chamber president learned
about WOMA’s success story.
WOMA Managing Director Daniel Köhler gave insights, not
only about his business, but also his personal development,
because he said: “People grow with their tasks.”
The guests were particularly impressed by the company’s
rapid establishment on the international market. After a tour of
the warehouse and production facilities, the visitors were
optimistic about the future of the company. According to
WOMA, as well as the company is positioned, there is nothing
to fear from the coronavirus crisis.
Mayor Bohl added: “There should be more such courageous
and serious entrepreneurs, who fight for their dreams and to
stay true to their home region.”
Visit www.woma-brush.com.

Shown, left to right, are Dieter Bauhaus, Dr. Cornelia Haase-Lerch,
Daniel Köhler, Maria Köhler and Klaus Bohl.

Warna Exporters Is Equipped To Meet Your Brushware Needs

Established in 1995 Warna Exporters (Pvt) Ltd. are a leading Sri Lankan manufacturer of industrial and household wooden brooms,
brushes, brush blocks and fiber mixtures.
“With worldwide export capabilities, employing the latest technology to produce high quality products with strict quality control
procedures, Warna Exporters are perfectly equipped to supply your brushware needs. Starting out as a small 10-man team of employees,
Warna has grown to a workforce of more than 200 in 26 years,” said the company.
“Warna Exporters have the capabilities to fully manage the production
process from tree cutting and preparation to filling and shipping orders to
customers around the globe. Timber blocks are produced from plantation-grown
rubber wood, and can be filled with a variety of natural fibers or synthetic
materials if required.
“Warna Exporters have the experience to supply both branded and own brand
products made to customers’ specifications as well as having the ability to
design and provide merchandising cartons and packaging to meet the varied
demands of today’s worldwide markets.”
For more information, visit warnaexporters.com.
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BBM’s Custom Brush Focus

Strives To Be The World’s Most
Innovative Brush Company
By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

ounded in 1875, Braun Brush Company, of Albertson, NY,
is one of the oldest industrial brush manufacturers in the
United States. Founder Emanuel Braun opened the
company’s first plant in the New York City borough of Brooklyn.
As the company grew, it was relocated to the borough of
Queens, where it remained for 30 years. In 1977, the company
opened its third location in Albertson on Long Island. Braun Brush
also operates a manufacturing facility in Medford, OR.

F

“We pride ourselves on being innovative.
That is the direction we want to continue.”

Today, in its 146th year of operation, Braun Brush is owned by
Emanuel Braun’s great-grandson Lance Cheney, who is the
company’s president.
Braun Brush manufactures specialty and custom brushes for
several industry segments, including bakery, food and beverage,
medical and pharmaceutical, facilities maintenance, auto and
marine, home and hospitality, and space travel and aeronautical.
“We pride ourselves on being innovative. That is the direction
we want to continue,” Cheney said in a recent interview with
Broom, Brush & Mop. “We want to be the world’s most
innovative brush company. That is our goal.”
Custom-engineered and specialty brushes make up a large
segment of the company’s business. The company’s highly skilled
employees use handmade brush making techniques, as well as
operate automated machinery.
CUSTOM AND SPECIALTY BRUSHES:
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

heney explained the difference between a custom brush and a
specialty brush: “It is a fairly fine line in discussing a custom
brush versus a specialty brush. Typically the genesis of a
custom brush is when a customer calls us with a specific problem.

C
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Lance Cheney

“For example, a customer contacts Braun Brush saying, ‘I have
an offshore rig with a pipe that goes down 5,000 feet. I have to be
able to clean that pipe.’

“It is a fairly fine line in discussing a custom
brush versus a specialty brush. Typically the
genesis of a custom brush is when a customer
calls us with a specific problem.”

“The next step is we will consult with the customer, and then we
will design a brush that is specific to the application, as requested.
“The result may be just one brush that is produced. It doesn’t
matter to us if it is just one brush or 10,000. The primary objective
is to eliminate the customer’s problem.
“Specialty brushes are made for specific applications for
specific industries. An important specialty brush market for us is
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automotive detailing, as well as bakery, food processors,
pharmaceuticals, high-end carpet and upholstery cleaning.
“You won’t find specialty brushes at a Walmart, Home Depot or
other big box stores. You are not going to find any of our brushes
on the shelves of any box store.”
The company manufactures staple-set, twisted-in-wire, wire
wound cylinder, epoxy set and high temperature fused brushes,

Braun Brush’s Wheel Woolies

and is a leading source for strand set brushes, where each
individual strand or brush fiber is set in a block.
“Strand set is a method that we use predominately for food
processing,” Cheney said.
The best selling brush in the Braun Automotive division is its
“Wheel Woolie” detailing brush. The division’s detailing brush
lineup is very popular among people who are obsessed with
keeping their cars as spotless as possible.
Braun Brush’s Wheel Woolies, and other automotive detailing
brushes, are made with a process whereby microfiber is welded
onto a polypropylene rod. That method is different from other
fused technologies because it results in a fused product similar to
a tube brush, Cheney said.
When Wheel Woolies were first introduced, the story goes,
Braun Brush gave the brushes to some detailers to try out. The
detailers liked the product so much, they spread the word. The
detailers started calling the brushes Wheel Woolies,
and the name stuck.
“Wheel Woolies comprise almost half our
business. We built a new factory in Oregon under the
direction of our Vice President of Operations
Randy Peña. At this facility, we manufacture
detailing brushes, which are plastic welded tube brushes,” Cheney
said. “We also make a lot of pharmaceutical items, because the
pharmaceutical plants want brushes for cleaning tubes and pipes,
but they don’t want metal. This process allows us to make metalfree tube brushes.”
Braun Brush has developed and manufactured many types of
brushes for unique applications, including those found on the
Mars Rover, which remains operational on the Red Planet.
“Certainly, the aerospace applications are always fascinating,
but they are not often the ones that require the most engineering,”
Cheney said. “Braun Brush is developing a unique pan cleaner for
the baking industry that is going to operate with an oscillating
motion versus typical cylindrical brushes.”
Braun Brush has also made brushes for the art world, where the
brush itself is the work of art.

“There is an artist who just had a show in New York City where
we bristled a children’s school desk — the entire desk is covered
with fiber,” Cheney said. “That is the second high-profile fine
artist with whom we have worked. We also are involved in other
projects of that nature.”
Making brushes for artworks can be a challenge, but Cheney
finds working in that field very fascinating.
“For a desk like the one in the New York
show, the margins the galleries charge are
remarkably high,” Cheney said. “It is
amazing to me.”
Several years ago, Cheney, who is also a
sculptor, worked with Richard Artschwager, a
high-profile fine artist, who died in February
2013.
“During his lifetime, we made about 45
sculptures for him,” Cheney said. “I’m now
the conservator of record for his sculptures.
When a sculpture is damaged or is exposed to
too much sunlight, it is automatically sent
back to us for restoration.”
Artschwager’s works, created in conjunction with Braun Brush, have been shown all over the world,
including in such prestigious venues in New York City as the
Museum of Modern Art (commonly known as the MoMA), the
Guggenheim Museum and the Whitney Museum of American Art.
Other unique offerings are Braun Brush’s Brush Tile lineup of
architectural items, created from common and exotic brush fibers
that can integrate effectively on a wall, ceiling or any surface the
customer might imagine.
“We thought we would launch one or two projects in the Brush Tile
division, but we have done hundreds of them at this point,” Cheney
said. “The products are very specialized wall tiles that have acoustic
properties. We can also make logos. We recently created one for the
High Point University basketball team, which is a purple panther head
in a brush wall. It is a very attractive piece.
“Brush Tile is a niche that we enjoy. As an art student, it is near
and dear to me.”

“Brush Tile is a niche that we enjoy.
As an art student, it is near and dear to me.”
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THE COVID CRISIS: BRAUN BRUSH SAW IT COMING

heney started hearing and reading about the COVID-19 virus
in the early part of 2020. He suspected the virus would
eventually wreak havoc in the United States.
“We thought we were going to be shut down, so we kind of
braced for it,” Cheney said. “The day the governor (in March
2020) decided to shut down everything except essential
companies, we let everyone go home.”
Cheney contacted a government official by phone seeking an
exemption as an essential company.
“I said, ‘We manufacture brushes for essential food processors,
pharmaceutical plants, and other pretty important players, and
they are going to need what we have,’” Cheney said.

C
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Braun Brush makes brushes for the art world, where the brush itself is the work of art.
A children’s desk (left), covered entirely with fiber, was part of a recent prestigious art show in New York City.

Subsequently, Braun Brush received a letter confirming it was
an essential business.
“We put the letter on our front door. We were closed half of
the following day while we received polycarbonate sheets
and were figuring out what protocols to put in place,”
Cheney said. “After two days, we pretty much fully reopened
for business.
“Some of our departments were not as busy as others, so, we had
to furlough certain employees for a few weeks, but never more
than a couple of days a week. Other employees worked full time.
“We definitely saw a dip in sales
for just a couple of weeks. But then,
sales at the factory in Oregon, where
we manufacture automotive detailing
brushes, picked up. We thought that
business was going to fall off, but
while people were stuck at home,
guess what they wanted to do — they
wanted to detail their cars.
“That uptick in business made up
for sales we weren’t seeing in our
core business. At the lowest point, we were only down between
9 and 10 percent. We also received Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP) funds, which helped. We are fortunate, and I am
grateful.”
Employees were required to wear masks and hand washing
was emphasized.
“We had a number of talks about protocols and how they were
not just for the benefit of one, but also for the benefit of all.
Everyone got right on board. There was really no resistance.
Employees were understanding and grateful to be working.”
With the rise of the Delta Variant, Braun Brush has issued a
company-wide mandate for both facilities that new hires must
be vaccinated.
“If a person feels very strongly about not being vaccinated, he/she
must wear a mask at all times, and provide proof he/she has taken a
PCR (polymerase chain reaction test) once a week,” Cheney said.

Earlier in the summer, when it seemed the pandemic might be
winding down somewhat, some companies dialed back the
protocols that had been in place. Because of the Delta Variant,
many of those protocols have resumed.
Braun Brush is still insisting that people coming into its
facilities must have their temperatures taken. If they have a
temperature, they are sent to get tested.
So far, Braun Brush’s battle to mitigate the impact of the
COVID virus has been successful and business is “better than
good,” Cheney reported.

“We use eight different methods of manufacturing. When a
person is hired, he/she might gravitate toward a particular
method, or there might be a specific need that needs to be
filled. The first step in our hierarchy is to learn to just
operate a piece of equipment.”
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While many companies across the board have lost crew
members because of the pandemic and have had a hard time
finding new employees, Braun Brush has upped its pay rate to be
more competitive in the search for quality employees.
“I’m grateful for the management in both plants who make it
attractive for people to come and stay. We don’t have any openings
right now, so we are in good shape,” Cheney said.
While some of Braun Brush’s brushes involve a lot of hand
work, modern equipment has made it easier for the company to
attract talented brush makers.
“We have state-of-the-art machines for staple setting, and
we are also building a fair amount of equipment,” Cheney
said. “My son, Max, has joined the company representing the
fifth generation of family involvement. He is very
mechanically gifted, and is designing and building machines
for both facilities.
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“He is very skilled with 3-D printing as well. We will produce
prototype parts for a machine, and then machine them out of
aluminum or steel.”
Cheney is looking forward to perusing the latest and greatest
new equipment that will be on display at the next InterBrush trade
fair scheduled for April 24-26, 2024, in Freiberg, Germany.
FROM OPERATOR TO MECHANIC
TO TECHNICIAN TO MASTER

raun Brush has developed a hierarchy that allows employees
to branch out and become more skilled and more versatile,
which makes their work more interesting and gives them
goals to which they can aspire, Cheney said.
“We use eight different methods of manufacturing. When a
person is hired, he/she might gravitate toward a particular method,
or there might be a specific need that needs to be filled,” Cheney
said. “The first step in our hierarchy is to learn to just operate a
piece of equipment.
“The next step is to learn how to set up that same machine,
moving up from ‘operator’ to ‘mechanic’ status. When the
employee masters the mechanic step, learning how to program

B

and build setups for that machine allows him/her to become a
‘technician.’”
Once an employee gains technician status, he/she can begin the
process in another area of manufacturing.
“If an employee becomes a technician in three or more areas,
that person earns the status of ‘master,’” Cheney said.
HITTING THE RESET BUTTON

n thinking about carryover from the pandemic, Cheney sees the
crisis as a possible motive for companies to rethink how to
approach the future.
“In many ways, I feel the pandemic could be a kind of reset
button for a lot of different companies,” he said. “We are setting
our sights on the future by emphasizing strategic planning. For
future growth, we need to plot where we want to go and how to
get there.”

I

Contact: Braun Brush, 43 Albertson Ave.,
Albertson, NY 11507.
Phone: 516-741-6000.
Websites: braunbrush.com, brush.com.

Monahan Partners Awards Winners Of 2021 Craft Broom Competition

Monahan Partners, of Arcola, IL, has
announced the winners of the annual
National Craft Broom Competition. The
event is held each September during the
Arcola Broom Corn Festival. The competition was sponsored by the company, and
entries came from craft broom makers across
the United States.
Brooms were judged on craftsmanship and
aesthetics — for uses such as wall hangings,
fireplaces, etc. They were required to be
made from 100 percent broom corn and to be
functional. The choice of handle was at the
discretion of each craft broom maker.
Two local artists and a broom maker
judged the contest. A total of $1,200 in prize
money was awarded to the top three finishers

— $600 for first place, $400 for second
place, and $200 for third place.
This year’s winning craft broom was
made by Shawn Hoefer, of Mountain View,
AR. The second place winner was
Radharani Elena Larson, also of Mountain
View, AR; and the third place winner was
Chris Nibbe, of Rochester, MN.
There were 14 entries for this year’s
contest. Other participants who provided
brooms were: Sue Dellinger, of Orange
Park, FL; Randy Martz, of Claypool, IN;
Alyssa Blackwell, of Eugene, OR; Amanda
Lee Lazorchack, of Kansas City, MO;
Claudie and John Parson, of Crossville, IL;
Henry Tschetter, of Rockford, MI; and
Warren Ainslie, of Richfield Springs, NY.

This year’s competition featured
a wide assortment of brooms.
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Pictured are the winning brooms from the 2021
National Craft Broom Competition. They are,
shown right to left, first place by Shawn Hoefer;
second place by Radharani Elena Larson; and
third place by Chris Nibbe.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Atlas Graham Furgale Ltd. / Vivelle
Announces Completion Of Asset Acquisition
Of Bonette AB, Kungsbacka, Sweden

Vivelle of Hambrücken, Germany, has announced its recent
acquisition of all of the assets of Bonette AB, located in
Kungsbacka, Sweden. Bonette AB is a manufacturer of
electrostatic cleaning products servicing the cleaning and
hygiene industry throughout Europe, North America, the
Middle East and Asia.
“For the past number of years our corporate mission at
Vivelle has been to become the leading manufacturer in the dry
mop electrostatic cleaning space and with the acquisition of the
Bonette AB assets, it brings us one step closer to
accomplishing this goal,” according to a press release.

“All acquired assets will be moved from the Bonette AB’s,
Kungsbacka facility, and set up at the Vivelle manufacturing
and converting facility in Hambrücken. The management and
staff at Vivelle are excited to be able to continue to support all
of our present customers as well as welcoming all of the new
Bonette AB clients to our business family.
“On behalf of Vivelle and its parent company, Atlas Graham
Furgale, located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, I would like to
thank Bo Apler, president at Bonette AB, for the privilege of
working with him in such an open and transparent manner. The
Bonette AB brand has long been a name associated with quality
and innovation, and we intend to carry on this tradition at Vivelle.”
Send inquiries to tim.macgregor@vivelle.de or
tim.macgregor@agfurgale.com or any Vivelle corporate
representatives. For more information, visit www.vivelle.de.

Nominations Are Open For ABMA Innovation Award

The American Brush Manufacturers Association
(ABMA) is accepting nominations for its “ABMA
William A. Cordes Innovation Excellence Award,”
which recognizes outstanding innovation of manufactured products, components or services in the
broom, brush, mop and roller industry. The award is
named for William A. Cordes, who was the
association’s first president, serving in that position
from 1917-1928.
“This award serves as a reminder that all new and
exciting endeavors have beginnings that connect with
real people. The award is to be an annual competition
whereby any interested parties may submit nominations
to ABMA during any calendar year for consideration. All
nominations must be readily available in the marketplace
during the year in which they are to be considered,”
according to ABMA.
Greg Miller, ABMA president encourages companies
to enter the competition and said, “The ABMA
Innovation Award competition is a great opportunity for
companies to showcase innovative products,
components and services to the industry, and to the larger
audience served by customers, users and consumers. It
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gives the greater industry a wonderful opportunity to see
just how innovative, creative and vibrant we are as
brushmakers.”
Nominated products will be exhibited at the 2022
ABMA Annual Convention March 2-5 in the Hyatt
Coconut Point Resort, Bonita Springs, FL.
The 2021 award winner was The Wooster Brush
Company's Shortcut Hook & Hold Angle Sash Paintbrush.
Entries for the award will be accepted until November 30.
For more information, rules and nomination forms,
visit www.abma.org/innovationexcellenceaward.
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Imports/Exports
The First 6 Months
By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

During The First Half Of 2021, Raw Material Imports, Finished Imports,
Exports Up, Compared To The First Half Of 2020
Each month, Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine publishes an online eNews
featuring an imports/exports chart, containing pertinent statistics,
covering 30 import categories and nine export categories, compiled from
the latest available U.S. Census Bureau foreign trade statistics.
Also, a comprehensive report accompanies the imports/exports chart
each month. The report focuses on several important raw material and
finished goods import categories, as well as several export categories.
U.S. government trade figures for the first six months of 2021
concerning the import/export categories typically highlighted in the
monthly eNews reports, indicated both raw material and finished goods
imports were up, as well as exports, compared to the first half of 2020.
The raw material import categories highlighted in each month’s report
include hog bristle, broom and mop handles, brush backs and metal
handles. Finished goods include brooms of broom corn over 96 cents,
brooms and brushes of vegetable material, toothbrushes, hairbrushes,
shaving brushes, paint rollers, paintbrushes and upright brooms.
Export categories highlighted in the monthly reports include brooms
and brushes of vegetable material, toothbrushes, shaving brushes, artist
brushes and paintbrushes. Following are some statistics for the first half
of 2021 for each import and export category:
Hog Bristle
n Highest monthly total: 19,671 kilograms in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 3,163 kilograms in May;
n Highest monthly average price: $52.33 in April;
n Lowest monthly average price: $46.08 in June;
n Six-month total: 64,522 kilograms, down 37 percent from
2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: $49.03 per kilogram,
up 50 percent from 2020.
Broom And Mop Handles
n Highest monthly total: 1.6 million in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 851,737 in April;
n Highest monthly average price: 89 cents in April;
n Lowest monthly average price: 56 cents in March;
n Six-month total: 7.1 million, up 18 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 68 cents, down 10
percent from 2020.
Brush Backs
n Highest monthly total: 473,262 in May;
n Lowest monthly total: 279,092 in February;
n Highest monthly average price: 53 cents in April;
n Lowest monthly average price: 39 cents in May;
n Six-month total: 2.4 million, up 50 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 48 cents, down 6
percent from 2020.
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Metal Handles
n Highest monthly total: 2.4 million in June;
n Lowest monthly total: 1.3 million in February;
n Highest monthly average price: $1.08 in May;
n Lowest monthly average price: 82 cents in April;
n Six-month total: 11.9 million, up 27 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 90 cents, down 3
percent from 2020.
Brooms Of Broom Corn Over 96 Cents
n Highest monthly total: 444,689 in April;
n Lowest monthly total: 315,957 in January;
n Highest monthly average price: $2.43 in May;
n Lowest monthly average price: $2.08 in February;
n Six-month total: 2.3 million, down 17 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: $2.22, down 5 percent
from 2020.
Brooms And Brushes Of Vegetable Material
n Highest monthly total: 311,142 in February;
n Lowest monthly total: 136,268 in January;
n Highest monthly average price: $1.59 in May, June;
n Lowest monthly average price: 94 cents in February;
n Six-month total: 1.1 million, up 10 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: $1.19, up 13 percent
from 2020.
Toothbrushes
n Highest monthly total: 83.6 million in June;
n Lowest monthly total: 60.9 million in February;
n Highest monthly average price: 30 cents in February;
n Lowest monthly average price: 26 cents in June;
n Six-month total: 441.3 million, down 13 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 28 cents, up 14 percent
from 2020.
Hairbrushes
n Highest monthly total: 6.5 million in January;
n Lowest monthly total: 3.8 million in March;
n Highest monthly average price: 24 cents in April, June;
n Lowest monthly average price: 19 cents in February;
n Six-month total: 29.2 million, up 33 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 22 cents, down 14
percent from 2020.
Shaving Brushes
n Highest monthly total: 8.8 million in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 1.4 million in February;
n Highest monthly average price: 23 cents in February;
n Lowest monthly average price: 11 cents in March;
n Six-month total: 26.7 million, down 53 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 14 cents, up 43 percent
from 2020.
BBM
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Paint Rollers
n Highest monthly total: 10 million in April;
n Lowest monthly total: 6.9 million in June;
n Highest monthly average price: 51 cents in May;
n Lowest monthly average price: 37 cents in April;
n Six-month total: 50.5 million, up 29 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 44 cents, down 2
percent from 2020.
Paintbrushes
n Highest monthly total: 36.2 million in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 26.2 million in January;
n Highest monthly average price: 35 cents in January;
n Lowest monthly average price: 29 cents in June;
n Six-month total: 182.7 million, up 33 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 32 cents, down 3
percent from 2020.
Upright Brooms
n Highest monthly total: 2.3 million in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 1.4 million in February;
n Highest monthly average price: $1.66 in May;
n Lowest monthly average price: $1.09 in March;
n Six-month total: 10.7 million, up 18 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: $1.37, up 7 percent from
2020.
Brooms And Brushes Of Vegetable Material
n Highest monthly total: 18,629 dozen in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 3,746 dozen in January;
n Highest monthly average price: $60.07 per dozen in
February;
n Lowest monthly average price: $19.29 per dozen in June;
n Six-month total: 51,664 dozen, up 39 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: $32.45 per dozen, down
25 percent from 2020.
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Toothbrushes
n Highest monthly total: 8.9 million in March, June;
n Lowest monthly total: 5.1 million in January;
n Highest monthly average price: 97 cents in June;
n Lowest monthly average price: 70 cents in May;
n Six-month total: 47.3 million, down 24 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 80 cents, up 8 percent
from 2020.
Shaving Brushes
n Highest monthly total: 2 million in May;
n Lowest monthly total: 1.2 million in January;
n Highest monthly average price: $1.05 in April;
n Lowest monthly average price: 73 cents in February;
n Six-month total: 9.5 million, up 16 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: 88 cents, down 6
percent from 2020.
Artist Brushes
n Highest monthly total: 603,347 in March;
n Lowest monthly total: 350,510 in February;
n Highest monthly average price: $3.98 in May;
n Lowest monthly average price: $3.25 in March;
n Six-month total: 2.8 million, down 36 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: $3.63, up 16 percent
from 2020.
Paintbrushes
n Highest monthly total: 333,525 in May;
n Lowest monthly total: 125,841 in January;
n Highest monthly average price: $9.36 in March;
n Lowest monthly average price: $3.69 in June;
n Six-month total: 1.3 million, up 36 percent from 2020; and,
n Average price for first six months: $6.91, down 9 percent
from 2020.
Year-end totals for 2021 will appear in the March/April 2022
print issue of Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine.

The following chart shows individual monthly totals and average prices,
plus six-month totals and average prices:
FIRST HALF 2021 IMPORT
STATISTICS BY MONTH

(Totals of 1 million and above are rounded to
the nearest 0.1 million)
RAW MATERIALS
Hog bristle

January
9,424 kilograms
February
7,739 kg
March
19,671 kg
April
8,000 kg
May
3,163 kg
June
16,525 kg
64,522 kg

6-Month Total

Average Price
$50.10 per kg
Average Price
$51.14 per kg
Average Price
$49.09 per kg
Average Price
$52.33 per kg
Average Price
$47.35 per kg
Average Price
$46.08 per kg

$49.03 per kg

Average price
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January
1.3 million
February
1.1 million
March
1.6 million
April
851,737
May
1.3 million
June
933,804

7.1 million

Broom/mop handles

6-Month Total
January
446,715
February
279,092
March
339,562

Average Price
66 cents
Average Price
67 cents
Average Price
56 cents
Average Price
89 cents
Average Price
64 cents
Average Price
77 cents
68 cents

Average price
Brush backs

Average Price
48 cents
Average Price
45 cents
Average Price
51 cents

April
444,533
May
473,262
June
381,854

2.4 million

6-Month Total
January
1.8 million
February
1.3 million
March
2.3 million
April
2.3 million
May
1.9 million
June
2.4 million

1.9 million

6-Month Total

Average Price
53 cents
Average Price
39 cents
Average Price
50 cents

Metal handles

48 cents

Average price

Average Price
96 cents
Average Price
89 cents
Average Price
84 cents
Average Price
82 cents
Average Price
$1.08
Average Price
86 cents
90 cents

Average price
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FINISHED GOODS
Brooms of broom corn over 96 cents
January
Average Price
315,957
$2.21
February
Average Price
349,060
$2.08
March
Average Price
379,574
$2.23
April
Average Price
444,689
$2.14
May
Average Price
413,626
$2.43
June
Average Price
425,084
$2.20
2.3 million

$2.22

6-Month Total

Average price

Brooms/brushes of vegetable material
January
Average Price
136,268
99 cents
February
Average Price
311,142
94 cents
March
Average Price
148,768
$1.23
April
Average Price
215,154
$1.06
May
Average Price
153,745
$1.59
June
Average Price
169,010
$1.59
1.1 million

6-Month Total

Toothbrushes

January
67.9 million
February
60.9 million
March
73.2 million
April
79.6 million
May
76.2 million
June
83.6 million

441.3 million

6-Month Total

January
6.5 million
February
4.5 million
March
3.8 million
April
4.5 million
May
4.6 million
June
5.4 million

29.2 million
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Average Price
29 cents
Average Price
30 cents
Average Price
27 cents
Average Price
27 cents
Average Price
28 cents
Average Price
26 cents

28 cents

Average price
Hairbrushes

6-Month Total

January
4.3 million
February
1.4 million
March
8.8 million

$1.19

Average price

Shaving brushes

Average Price
21 cents
Average Price
19 cents
Average Price
23 cents
Average Price
24 cents
Average Price
21 cents
Average Price
24 cents
22 cents

Average price

Average Price
12 cents
Average Price
23 cents
Average Price
11 cents

April
2 million
May
4.9 million
June
5.2 million

26.7 million

Average Price
19 cents
Average Price
16 cents
Average Price
14 cents

6-Month Total
January
9.8 million
February
7 million
March
9.6 million
April
10 million
May
7.2 million
June
6.9 million

50.5 million

Paint rollers

6-Month Total
January
26.2 million
February
27.4 million
March
36.2 million
April
27.9 million
May
31.8 million
June
33.1 million

182.7 million

10.7 million

6-Month Total

Average Price
46 cents
Average Price
47 cents
Average Price
46 cents
Average Price
37 cents
Average Price
51 cents
Average Price
40 cents
44 cents

Average price
Paintbrushes

6-Month Total
January
1.7 million
February
1.4 million
March
2.3 million
April
1.9 million
May
1.5 million
June
1.9 million

14 cents

Average price

Average Price
35 cents
Average Price
30 cents
Average Price
33 cents
Average Price
31 cents
Average Price
32 cents
Average Price
29 cents
32 cents

Average price
Upright brooms

Average Price
$1.32
Average Price
$1.41
Average Price
$1.09
Average Price
$1.28
Average Price
$1.66
Average Price
$1.58
$1.37

Average price

FIRST HALF 2021 EXPORT
STATISTICS BY MONTH

Brooms/brushes of vegetable material
January
Average Price
3,746 dozen
$47.98 per dozen
February
Average Price
4,207 dozen
$60.07 per dozen
March
Average Price
18,629 dozen
$31.48 per dozen
April
Average Price
7,887 dozen
$28.62 per dozen

May
4,497 dozen
June
12,698 dozen

51,664 dozen

Average Price
$41.61 per dozen
Average Price
$19.29 per dozen

6-Month Total
Toothbrushes

January
5.1 million
February
8.5 million
March
8.9 million
April
8.1 million
May
7.8 million
June
8.9 million

47.3 million

6-Month Total
January
1.2 million
February
1.5 million
March
1.4 million
April
1.4 million
May
2 million
June
1.8 million

6-Month Total
January
452,100
February
350,510
March
603,347
April
532,033
May
449,125
June
371,698

2.8 million

1.3 million

6-Month Total

80 cents

Average Price
98 cents
Average Price
73 cents
Average Price
81 cents
Average Price
$1.05
Average Price
96 cents
Average Price
75 cents
88 cents

Average price
Artist brushes

6-Month Total
January
125,841
February
150,821
March
168,607
April
267,238
May
333,525
June
296,719

Average Price
86 cents
Average Price
71 cents
Average Price
71 cents
Average Price
87 cents
Average Price
70 cents
Average Price
97 cents

Average price

Shaving brushes

9.5 million

$32.45 per dozen

Average price

Average Price
$3.73
Average Price
$3.38
Average Price
$3.25
Average Price
$3.68
Average Price
$3.98
Average Price
$3.86
$3.63

Average price
Paintbrushes

Average Price
$8.83
Average Price
$8.50
Average Price
$9.36
Average Price
$7.86
Average Price
$6.33
Average Price
$3.69
$6.91

Average price
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